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15th Annual
Dinner And Jazz
Extravaganza
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Front Porch Begins “Spring Fling”

With New Partners And Services:

A 16th Street Business
Extravaganza

Story on Page A4

Meet The Author

Members of Sickle Cell Disease Association of America, St. Petersburg Chapter
Sunday

“The power to affect change”. The rest of the

Cell Outreach Coordinator and Terri Murph,

Disease

evening was about listening and dancing to

honorary and auxiliary member. Ms. Murph

Association of America, St. Petersburg

the Reunion Band, chatting with friends and

expressed appreciation to

PETERSBURG - Last
evening

the

Sickle

Cell

Chapter, had its 15th Annual Dinner and Jazz

dinner.

Challenger

The Weekly

for the positive news they report

Extravaganza at the Hilton in St. Petersburg.

Joshua Wimbly was the epitome of a

The evening successfully lived up to emcee

poster child. He was charming dancing with

Bessie Kimes’ promise of food, friends and

his aunt, gracious to others with quick smiles

St. Petersburg Chapter began with founder

fun beginning with the friendly smiles from

and hugs.

Mary Murph’s awareness of sickle cell over

the ladies in their lovely red and gold attire.

.

Story on Page A5

from the African-American community.

The Sickle Cell Association of America,

Mary Murph, founding president, presented

Elia Mary Holmes Celebrates
90 years Of Life, Education,

Terri Scott, as ambassador for the City of

awards to Sinora Farris, parliamentarian;

St. Petersburg, welcomed everyone with a

Alverdean Robinson from the Johnnie Ruth

EXTRAVAGANZA

reminder that gifts and donations provide

Clarke Health Center; Myron Mills, Sickle

continued on pg. A3

Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter Of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Presents
2007 Essence Of Ebony Pearls
Debutante Scholarship Cotillion

And Hats, Hats, Hats

Story on Page B1

Secretary Of State’s Goal: No
v More Elections Embarrassments

Story on Page B2

Debutantes and their escorts

ThbChaui

The cotillion and ball was the culminating

young ladies for community service hours,

of planning and

supreme spirit, and Ms. Congeniality. The

Alpha Sorority held its fourth bi-annual

preparation that included several informational

Essence of Ebony Debutante Scholarship

“Essence of Ebony” Debutante Cotillion

workshops such as Dining Etiquette, Health

program is designed to assist young ladies

Scholarship Ball on Saturday March 17th,

and Wellness, Personal Safety, Poise, Hair,

with their social and educational development

Opinions, A2

2007. The event was held at the St. Petersburg

Skin Care and a Mother/Daughter Tea held at

and growth. The mission of the program is to

Midtown News, A3 -A4

Coliseum. Approximately one thousand family

the St. Petersburg Country Club.

expose the young ladies to cultural activities

ST. PETERSBURG - The ladies of Zeta

Upsilon Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa

event of six months

members and friends watched as 33 young

Each debutante and escort received a gift

ladies of distinction made their debut into

from the sorority. Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter

society. Debutantes performed a waltz with

awarded over $12,000.00 in scholarships for

COTILLION

their fathers and escorts.

the evening. Other awards given were to
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

•
•
•
•
•

OPINIONS

The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727)896-2922
Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com

Readership: 80,000 monthly

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

Have Our Leaders
Forgotten What Good
Leadership Entails?

“If then our
common life in
Christ yields
anything to stir
the heart, any
loving
consolation, any
sharing of the
spirit, any warmth of affection or
compassion, fill up my cup of
happiness by thinking andfeeling
alike, with the same love for one
another, the same turn of mind,
and a common carefor unity." —
Philippians 2-1:3 NEB
of

organization, must

hold

the

God,

of

will

thereby

capacity, to “love thy neighbor
and

self’,

thy

an

causing

sake of others.
You see, when we begin to

position ourselves in line with
the will of God and not our own

self-induced motives, we

are

is distributed

long as ham hocks at a soul food

down to abrupt resignations even

the

though we may have a “tough

that

governing boards of these most
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prestigious

row to hoe”.

are

Obstacles seem to melt away

inclined to “Stay the course” as

in the face of faith and holy

opposed to allowing the infusion

directed actions. There is no

of a new approach. Right, wrong

room for failure even time seems

or indifferent, something or some

to be controlled when it’s all

bodies have to accept a change.

done

Unity in any organization is

and

directed

by

Holy

Intervention.

about' grandmother, who had raised my

many elections,

By: Kenneth
J. Cooper

always with the

smoked a pipe. My mother says

detachment

the woman born as Florence

of . a

Ragsdale was racially mixed,

professional. But

with maternal ancestors who were

expected

the outcome of this one I take
The Cherokee Indians have

grandmother was colored or black.

voted overwhelmingly to exclude

She herself did not seem so sure.

descendants of the tribe’s slaves

referendum

means

a

tribal census completed a century

blood

ago determines who can be

they

may

have.

The

referendum approved last week

Cherokee. Anyone

by nearly 77 percent of Cherokee

ancestor listed as bom into the

with

an

voters amends their constitution

tribe can become a member.

to overturn two court rulings,

People whose ancestors were

which last year opened membership

Freedmen adopted into the tribe

to people whose forbears were

can’t.

listed as “Freedmen” in early
census records.

great-grandmother begins with the

Ancestors on my mother’s

side were slaves to a Cherokee
Oklahoma.

in

family

The census interview with my

Other

question whether she is applying

for

by

membership

birth

or

adoption. By birth, she responded.

though

The census-taker then describes a

identified in tribal records as

private aside between the young

maternal

ancestors,

“All things truly work for

“colored,” were part Cherokee.

comer stone for the foundation of

woman

good to those who love the

Family oral history says so, and a

accompanying her. Afterwards,

Lord.”

census taker’s interview with my

she changed her answer.

its

life.

second

The

most

and

older

an

man

important building block is the

Our communities, families,

genuine concern for the causes of

cities, hell, the entire world needs

the organization and its members.

people who act out of unselfish

This may seem a small matter

was? It is hard to believe, though,

Unrepressed desires most often

motives; for no other reason than

of tribal politics. It's bigger than

that she didn’t know her ancestry.

apprehension,

because it is the right thing to do!

that. Just like the dispute over

More likely, she changed her

arrogance, and uncertainty; this

As we are pulled nearer to

admitting the black descendants

answer to follow the census rule

impedes the process of delivering

our Heavenly Father, our talents

of Thomas Jefferson's family into

that Freedmen descendants maintain

the goals and mission of the

that dwell deep within us are

the

organization. These behaviors

brought

weaken the body and castrate the

jewels. These jewels glow with

effectiveness as a whole.

a

times

lead

to

forth

radiance

like

of

sparkling

unselfishness,

great-grandmother

suggests

it

Who knows who the man was,

or what the private conversation

was so.

white

applied: People who were black

Cherokee

and Cherokee were listed as

referendum reflects a national

black, but those who were white

failure to resolve the central

and Cherokee as Cherokee.

association

of his

the

descendants,

I’m not pointing fingers nor

humility and a consideration for

trauma

am I casting spurs, but there has

others that we attract all sorts of

slavery, which in the 21st century

challenge the referendum in court.

to be some equal sharing of

things. It is through these talents

still orders relations, inflames

An 1866 treaty abolished slavery

culpability when organizations

and

malfunction to the point of the

instructed to conduct ourselves

Cherokees are once again

tribe’s freed slaves, free blacks

abortive leadership resignation.

and inspire others to do likewise.

mimicking bad American practice,

“and their descendants shall have

Self-adoration or unrestrained

As leaders or as members we

against their own tradition, just as

all the rights of native Cherokees.”

aspiration can create competition

should all be concerned about

they

within any organization. If left

each other as much as we are

Cherokees believe any degree of

jurisdiction, the Bureau of Indian

uncontrolled and unchecked, this

concerned about ourselves. If we

Cherokee blood is enough to

Affairs, appears content to let the

selfishness can destroy entire

all think in that way, there would

make you one, that is, unless you

Cherokees set their membership

institutions.

be

were thought to be black. White

rules, however racist they are.

Every

member

of

any

directions

no

need

that

we

are

for unwarranted

resignations.

in

American

history:

emotions and colors attitudes.

did

society’s

by

owning

slaves.

old “one-drop” rule

apparently rules in that case.

One Bright Idea
After Another!

background check
required.

fear an influx of new enrollees

seeking

federally

funded

scholarships, health services and

imitated whites and adopted the

other benefits. Members seem to

practice in the early 1800s after

think

Freedmen

have

don’t

members took up farming, which

anything to contribute to the tribe,

was supposed to show they Were

even though many pushing for

instance, is a petroleum engineer.

Oklahoma on the “Trailof Tears.”

Personally, all I want is for a

Starting about that time, my

part of my heritage to be recognized.

are

educated

to handle outbound telephone calls to delinquent customers

slave ancestors were present in

A minority of Cherokees held

in an effort to update accounts while maintaining positive

what was

then called Indian

slaves, but here’s one way of

relationships with account holders. Qualified candidates will

Territory. Census records indicate

looking at the referendum, since

a great-great-grandmother was

most tribal members today are

meeting goals and objectives; accurate 35-40 wpm typing

bom in Oklahoma around 1840.

more

skills; practical math skills; and a flexible work style with a

Her son Jacob Vann fathered my
grandmother. She described him

American: The descendants of

as a buff dark-skinned man who

to the descendants of slaves.

www.mybrighthouse.jobs
drug screen and

The referendum’s supporters

tribe from southeastern states to

Interested candidates, please apply online at:

Pre-employment

with

agency

membership

We offer a comprehensive benefits package.

E0E/M/F/D/V.

federal

professionals. The top leader, for

positive attitude.
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made the grueling trek with the

customer service/collections experience with a history of
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in the tribe and declared that the

and entertainment. Join us now to see for yourself!

possess a HS diploma or equivalent; at least six months of

all or part of any submission at a later time.
Some submissions may take precedence due to
timeliness or newsworthiness.

to

“civilized.” In 1838, some slaves

We are seeking full-time TeleCollections Representatives

be edited for reasons of space, clarity or for
considerations of liability, All submissions become
the sole property of The Weekly Challenger.
The Weekly Challenger reserves the right to run

part of Cherokee culture. The tribe

Freedmen leaders plan
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no matter how much Cherokee

the first and foremost essential

COLUMNIST’S DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by The Challenger
columnists/adviee columnists do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Weekly Challenger. By
publishing such columns, The Challenger is not
advocating the following of any advice or
suggestion expressed.

All rights reserved. No portions of this periodical
may be reproduced without expressed consent,

Cherokee.

Census records say my great

Traditionally, slavery was not
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own mother and, memorably,

personally.

enhanced appreciation for the

difference that will not bow

appears

As a child, 1 knew my great

as

years

Written

endeavoring to grow in a greater

organizations are lasting about as
It

journalist, I have

By being immersed in these
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party.

Jake’s wife is another matter.

selflessness and hallowed direction.
virtues, one will be connected to

lists no former owner for him,

a

spirits of meekness,

to the

positioned to make a lasting

in the following cities;

(NNPA) - In
30

tight

our

leaders

The

OP-ED A Nation
Divided

European

than

Native

slaveholders are denying equality

worked six days a week lifting

After studying a batch of

and toting at a dry goods store,

census records 20 years ago, I

and who drank hard and rumbled

doubted the people who owned

on Saturday nights to relieve stress.

It is unclear whether Jake Vann

my ancestors were Cherokees,
with a name like Smith. I changed

had any Cherokee blood. Curiously,

my mind when I saw the name of

though, Jake’s “colored” father

the current principal chief. It’s

was named Crow, and the census

Chad Smith.
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MIDTOWN NEWS
EXTRAVAGANZA
continuedfrom front page

forty years ago when she learned close family
members were affected with the disease. Ms.
Murph founded the first Sickle Cell Disease
Foundation in the state of Florida, even before
there were national or state chapters. There were
other chapters in the U.S. She began operating

the business office out of her home in 1971. With
attorney and state representative William
Fleece’s donated legal services, she founded the
Pinellas County Sickle Cell Disease Foundation,
Inc as a non-profit organization on April 6, 1972.
Over the years they have expanded and are now
located in the state of the art Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center 1344 22nd Street South, St.
Petersburg, Florida.

jobs

things t<

\ services

event

tfi

I

progr
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lent

c
will

g

[www.stpete.org]
■

1

11

Mfi
--If you are a homeowner, discuss with your tax
advisor whether or not to take a depreciation
deduction for the office space. Sometimes it pays;
sometimes it doesn’t.

Lucky Guerra; Joshua Wimbley, Poster child,
and Cindy Guerra, board member

Jasmine Wimbley, Joshua Wimbley, Lavette
Wimbley, Florence Westley

CASA’s Fourth Annual Good
Night Sleep
CASA - Community Action Stops Abuse
will be holding its fourth annual GOOD
NIGHT’S SLEEP luncheon on Friday, May 4,
2007 in the Grand Ballroom of the Renaissance
Vinoy Resort, St. Petersburg, Florida. Contact
Katherine Lenel at 727-895-4912 ext 101 for
more information.
This fund-raising luncheon, chaired by
CASA Board Member Mary Shuh, will begin
with a social/networking hour starting at 11:00
a.m. followed by lunch and guest speaker/survivor
Rebecca Lindsey. The> purpose of the luncheon
is to raise money for CASA programs and
awareness of the problem of domestic violence
in our community.
CASA has been working in the Tampa Bay
area since 1977 providing shelter, crisis
intervention, transitional housing, legal advocacy,

visitation centers, professional training, children’s
programs, community outreach and support groups
and domestic violence education and prevention.
Last year alone, CASA reached more than 11,000
people whose lives have been tom by domestic
violence.
Rebecca Lindsey is a survivor of domestic
violence who now‘enjoys a successful career as a
country singer/songwriter. At the “Good Night’s
Sleep” Lunch, Ms Lindsey will share her sixyear pilgrimage from a victim with two young
children to a survivor who is thriving! Ms.
Lindsey will sing “I Will Be,” a selection from
Ms. Lindsey’s latest CD, “Headlights on the
Highway, ” a song that has been endorsed by the
National Coalition Against Domestic Violence in
the hope that the message will inspire others.

—For detailed information, visit www.toolkit.cch.
com, the web site of CCH Inc., a business informa
tion services company based in Illinois. Or, go to the
Internal Revenue Service Web Site, www.irs..
ustreas.gov, and download IRS Publication 587,
Business Use of Your Home.

• If you love to eat, Uncle Dea Family
Restaurant, 1143 28th St. S, offers daily
breakfast and lunch specials. Home of Uncle
Dea BBQ Sauce, Uncle Dea is also famous for
Wednesday ox tails plates, Friday seafood
gumbo and homemade banana pudding. BBQ
chicken and ribs are also available. Open
Monday to Saturday. • Call 323-3898 for daily
specials or for party catering.
• No time to cook tonight? Stop in to Midtown
Seafood and Grille, 2400 Dr. MLK St. S for
a delicious grouper sandwich or delectable
shrimp. A variety of other fish specialties,
burgers, wings and hotdogs are also available.
• Call 898-6801 to place your order, or just

stop by!

• Tedesco’s Griilside, 437 Central Ave. has
changed owners, hours and its menu. Break
fast is no longer served. The lunch and dinner
menu with a new Southern American flair
features items like pecan-encrusted fried
chicken, meatloaf and barbecue catfish. Open
, Tuesday to Thursday, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Friday and Saturday 11 a. m. to 2 a. m.; closed
Monday. A Sunday brunch is served 10 a. m.
* to 3 p.m. ♦ Call 894-2802.

Busiwe.e.

Alzheimer’s Association Brings Services
to Pinellas County Residents

• ASC Boutique, 3110 18th Ave. S, special
izes in alterations such as cuffed pants and
sleeves, hemming, replacing zippers, sewing
on patches, shortening sleeves. Owner/
Operator Alice Snead makes simple repairs on
your garments. Open Monday to Friday, 10
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to
noon (closed Wednesday and Sunday). • Call
323-5556, ask for Miss Alice.

K-MART, 2900 34th Street North, Saint Petersburg, FL 33713

MAYORS

• Sweetbay, 1794 22nd St. S, your fullservice Midtown Supermarket can fill all your
grocery needs with competitive prices; fresh
meats, fruits and vegetables, a pharmacy and
deli. Open daily, 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Say hello to
Store Manager, Tony Brown oh your next visit
♦Call 820-9014.

FIFTH ANNUAL

PANCAKE BREAKFAST

• For your best nursery choice, Savannas
Nursery, 2601 34th St. S, offers a diverse col
lection of healthy tropical plants and fruit trees
as well as concrete statuary and fountains
unique garden pottery, Indoor plants and bas
kets, and mulch. Knowledgeable garden staff
and landscaping services available. Visit us,^ ,
Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Sunday, 10 a.m, to 4 p.m,

Saturda
April 28

Sio,

8:30 am -11:30 am

• Philly’s Finest Music & Accessories, 1411
22nd St. S, offers a wide variety of the latest
releases of CDs and DVDs. Check them out for
all your listening and yiewing needs. • Call
323-3534.

Harbordale YMCA
2421 4th St. S.
St. Petersburg
(727) 821-9348

• Quikie Food Store, 1500 Dr. MLK St. S,
offers groceries, meat, fresh produce, Lotto,
money orders and more! Serving the commu
nity with quality service for over 40 years.
Open Monday to Saturday, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m
and Sunday, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. • Call 895-2448

•••••••• .......... ........................ ■.... .... ...................... ........I

Admission for all-you-can-eat pancakes
Children $3.00, Adults $4.00

3
3

»»•••«••♦♦•«**••••♦ « • »•»•»»«•»•••« **>••••««••» »««•««

Raymond of the D’Rays, Radio Disney, Blow-up jumpers, Carnival games, Fire Department!
Dare unit, k-9 unit, Amerigroup/Flakidcare mobile unit, Family service center with face
painting and games, and the StateFarm Good NeighBear and a child i.d. maker

Lm
Mar. 22 ♦ Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. Minnesota
Twins. Progress Energy Park, 2301st St. S. 7:05
p.m. Spring training game. $7 to $20. www.devil
rays.com or call 898-RAYS.
Mar. 23 • USF Brown Bag Lecture: Water for
People, Water for Nature: Can We Ensure
Enough for All? Mahaffey Theater at The Progress
Energy Center East Atrium, 4001st St. S. Noon
to 1:15 p.m. Panel discussion about local water
issues. All are invited to bring lunch. Free.,
., s
www.stpt.usf.edu\browribag or calf895-7437. 1 ? 1 L
Mar. 23 • Festival of States Synovus Bank
Coronation Ball. Coliseum, 535 ,4th Ave, N.
www.festivalofstates.com or call 321-9888.
Mar. 24 • MS Walk. North Straub Park, Bayshore
Dr. & 5th Ave. N.E. 8 a.m) to noon. 3k and 5k walk to
raise awareness and funds for Multiple Sclerosis.
www.nmss.org/flc/home or call 800-FIGHTMS.

Mar. 24 • Community Yard Sale. Azalea
Recreation Center, 1600 72 St. N. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Rent a space to sell your items for $10. Reser
vations must be made by Mar. 9. Free for shoppers,
call 893-7150.

Many caregivers for persons with Alzheimer’s Disease are unable to leave their
loved ones alone or travel the distance to receive needed services and
information. The Alzheimer’s Association - Florida Gulf Coast Chapter is brining
its mobile office (Memory Mobile) to provide “free” services to local residents.

Friday, April 6 (10 a.m. to 4 p.m.)

Events

5 Tips on Understanding Home-Office
Deductions (by SCORE, Cbunselors to
America’s Small. Business)
-Take advantage of every legal opportunity to
reduce your taxes. Recent changes in the law
benefit business owners who use their homes
as an administrative and management base
but work at other locations - such as
plumbers, general contractors and health-care
professionals.

Mar. 24 • Saturday Morning Market. Central Ave.
from 1st to 2nd St. 9 a m. to 2 p.m. European-style
open air market featuring fresh produce, prepared
foods, gourmet baked goods, greenery, handcrafted
gifts & housewares, local artists and live music.
www.saturdaymorninqmarket.com or call 455-4921.
Mar. 24 • Festivals of Speed. Vinoy Park,
Bayshore Dr. & 5th Ave. N.E. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Display of 200 exotic cars, motorcycles and boats
made by Rolls-Royce, Bentley, Lamborghini,
Maserati, Ducati, Bimota and many other high-end
manufacturers, plus onsite cafes and awards. $10
adults, $5 seniors, free for children under 18.
www.festivalsofspeed.com or call 352-385-9450.

Mar. 24 • Honda Grand Prix of St. Petersburg
Show Car Appearance. Check out an authentic
Andretti Green Racing Dallara race car at the
Festivals of Speed car show. See above listing for
details. For more information about the Honda
Grand Prix of St. Petersburg visit www.qpstpete.
com or call 898-INDY.

Mar. 24 • Festival of States Junior Sungoddess
Fashion Show. Tyrone Square Mall, 6901 22nd Ave.
N, www.festivalofstates.com or call 321 -9888.
Mar. 24 • 2nd Annual Battle of the Bands at USF
St. Petersburg: Bullstock ’07. USF St. Peters
burg Harborside Lawn, 140 7th Ave. S. Noon to 4
p.m. Local high school and college bands showcase
their skills. Free, www.stpt.usf.edu/studentlife/
harborside__activities„board or call USF-4USF.
Mar. 27 • MBA information Session. The College
of Business at USF St. Petersburg, 140 7th Ave. S.
6 p.m. Learn how you can be prepared for socially
responsible business leadership in the 21 st century.
mba@stpt.usf.edu or call USF-4622.

Mar. 30 • Get Downtown / Fast Friday. Central
Ave. from 2nd to 3rd St. 5:30 to 10 p.m. Special Get
Downtown street party in celebration of the Honda
Grand Prix of St. Petersburg. Free. • Cali 393-3597.
Mar. 30 to Apr. 1 • Honda Grand Prix of St.
Petersburg. Downtown St. Petersburg. Series of
races along a picturesque 14 turn, 1.8 mile tempo
rary track. Features the Indycar, Indy Pro, American
Le Mans, and drifting teams plus concerts, air
shows, Miss Honda Grand Prix competition, auto
graph sessions, celebrity sightings and more!
www.gDstpete.com or call 824-7223.

-Ask your tax professional to analyze your
business regularly so you don’t miss important
deductions.

-Document deductible items. These usually
include such costs as computers and other
equipment, telephone charges, furnishings,
an
and pro-rated portions of rent, utilities, home
insurance and homeowner association fees.

sLpetershiirg
www.stpete.org
■■ y H

Economic Development
Continuing The Progress
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Boley Centers’ Youth Internships
recreation centers, public high schools, City
Hall, Enoch Davis Community Center, James B.

Family

Sanderlin

Service

Center,

Pinellas

County Urban League, Everyone’s Youth United,

and

Boley

Centers’

Programs location.

Employment

Youth

&

All completed applications

must be submitted by 5:00 PM on April 27,2007.

Interns will be chosen from all qualified
applications using a lottery system.

Front Porch Begins “Spring
Fling” With New Partners and
Services: A 16th Street
Business Extravaganza
ST. PETERSBURG - To commemorate

$100.00.

accomplishments on 16th Street, the Front Porch

Front Porch-CDA is funded through the

business

Community Development Association will host

Florida Department of Community Affairs -

community is strongly encouraged to support this

their 1st Annual “Spring Fling” in the new Front

Office of Urban Opportunity.

program by providing temporary positions during

Porch Multi-Purpose Outdoor Classroom and

partners

14, 2007 - Boley Centers, Inc.

the summer. For more information, members of

celebrate the grand opening of the newest additions

Development

proudly presents its 2007 Summer Youth Intern

the community may contact Daphne Williams at

to the 16th Street Business district; the International

Petersburg NAACP, 16th Street Jehovah Witness

(727) 528-8400 x 4245.

Association of Young Enterprisers, and Foxy Nails,

Kingdom Hall, and Salem’s Gyro’s and Subs.

The

The Boley Center in St. Petersburg
March
Program.

Funded

through

the

City of St.

City

of St.

Petersburg’s

Petersburg, this program enables Boley to assist

Established in 1970, Boley Centers, Inc.

youth living in the St. Petersburg area to earn

serves individuals with mental illness, the

money

while

gaining

invaluable

work

on Saturday March 31,2007 from 12:00 p.m. to

include

Other program
Energy,

Progress

Urban

Wal-Mart,

Solutions,

St.

Through their long-standing partnership with
the state agency, Front Porch-CDA has been

4:00 p.m.

homeless and youth. With more than 30 housing

To kick off these new businesses and services

awarded more than $200,000 programmatic

and service center locations scattered throughout

Front Porch-CDA in collaboration with their new

dollars within the last year, and was recognized

The goal is to provide employment for 156

Pinellas County, the organization comprises a

partners, the City of St. Petersburg’s Business

with

young adults, aged 14 - 23, through a ten week

wide variety of treatment, rehabilitation and

Assistance Center and Midtown Economic

their Trading for Success roofing program. They

living

Development Department, and the 16th Street

have employed more than 30 private contractors,

experience in both the public and private sectors.

summer employment program.

Interns will be

vocational

services;

a

network

of

“Project of the Year” award in 2006 for

expected to work 30 hours per week and will be

opportunities

in

Business Association will co-host a free lively

placed according to their interest, skills and

trained over 50 project participants, and served

community residences and apartments and a

program tied to the: ‘‘16th Street Business

more than 100 community residents. Additionally,

large staff of dedicated people.

Extravaganza”.

Front Porch-CDA raises and manages funds

geographic location.

Positions will begin on

for

over

900

individuals

On an annual

According

to

Front

Porch

June 4, 2007 and end on August 10, 2007.

basis, more than 1,500 adults and 600 youth are

Community Liaison Lolita Dash, “This celebration

Applications will be available March 20 - April

that will be utilized to enhance

assisted in reaching their highest level of self-

exhibits the economic growth and diversity of

27, 2007 at the following sites: the City’s

development and education opportunities for

sufficiency. .

services on 16th Street.”

Front Porch residents and businesses while

Activities will include a tour of the new Front

economic

assuming responsibility for ongoing “partnerships”

Porch Multi-Purpose Outdoor Classroom and

and

Trade Library, entrepreneurial and business

earmarked for the Front Porch community.

program

oversight

for

services

new

workshops, education and training opportunities,

Should you have any further questions,

ORDER THE

visual art activities, a gallery walk, a health fair,

or would like to participate or volunteer, please

prizes, giveaways, music, and free food. In

do not hesitate to contact us at (727) 898-6144,

MATE’S COMBO:

addition, the 16th Street businesses will provide

by

a shopping contest with a chance to win a free

www.ourfpneighborhoods.org .

SHRIMP, SCALLOPS,
FLOUNDER & OYSTERS

(727)

898-4845

or

visit

St. Petersburg Little Theatre
Presents: 70, Girls, 70

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 327-8309
(727) 328-8309

MARKET A RE1TAURANT

at

Easter Holiday gift basket valued at more than

COMPLETE DINNER WITH SIDE ORDERS

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

fax

Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m

David Middleton directs the cast of this

. Gone Fishin’

delightful musical comedy which includes some

Sunday .

of this areas favorite veteran performers of the
community stage. The cast includes: Mary Anyan,
Erick Amoux, Cecil Cheek, Joann Cheek, John

Conlon, Nancy Metzger, LaToya McCormick,
Jessica Ormsby, Walter Raine, Jim Roth, Jean
Schuh, Tom Shea', Jeanne Smith, Scott Suver,

Ginny Taylor, and Loma Thompson.

The play is a disarming tribute to age that

never has you waxing sentimental over the
jaunty members of the stage’s considerably more

From top left: Jim Roth, LaToya McCormick,
Jeanne Smith, Jean Schuh, Jessica Ormsby, Walter
Raine, Lorna Thompson

mature cast. The fun fast-paced songs and crazy

antics of these young at heart actors never let
down the tempo, and remind you of that eccentric

aunt or uncle we all think of with a smile. This

Coming to the St. Petersburg Little Theatre

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• The best gospel music in Tampa bay that will lift your spirits. Tune in daily from
6 a.m. - 1 p.m.
• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B arid classic soul music from yesterday 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to your
favorite music. 7 p.m - 10 p.m.
•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy.
10 p.m. - 12 p.m.

• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond

at (727) 821-9947
email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 1 st Avenue North

ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

stage April 20 - May 6, 2007:

70, Girls, 70 by

Norman Martin, John Kander and Fred Ebb.

senior cast proves that if 60 is the new 40, then
watch out, because: IT’S

Show

times

are

70, GIRLS, 70.
Friday

and

Saturday

The musical features misadventures of a

evenings at 8:00 p,m. and Saturday and Sunday

group of 70 year-olds who decide to perk up

matinees at 2:00 p.m. Call the Box Office for

things in their New York retirement hotel and

tickets and information at (727) 866-1973 or visit

regain their zest for life by forming a ring of

www,spit .info. The theatre is located just off 275

unlikely thieves. As a result, they wreak havoc

at 4025-31st. Street South, St. Petersburg.

in stores from Sadie’s Second Hand Furs to
Bloomingdales.

Based on the 1958 play Breath of Spring by
Peter Coke, the play ran first on Broadway then
on the West End in London.

This program was funded in part by the
Piriellas County Commission through the
Pinellas County Arts’ Cultural Development
Grant Program with additional funding from the
City of St. Petersburg .

Hiccups Return After Girl Goes
Back To School
ST. PETERSBURG (AP) - The hiccups are

back.

times a minute and said it only stopped when she

was sleeping. The hiccups seemed to stop for

During her second day buck at school since

good Feb. 28, but then she was taken to the

her hiccups began in January, Jennifer Mee had

emergency room several days later when the

to leave class again.

spasms returned. When the hiccups stopped

Mee’s

nose

started to

bleed Thursday

morning, and then the hiccups from which she

has suffered for more than a month returned.

Mee’s mother, Rachel Robidoux, said her
daughter is upset, discouraged and in pain.
“I’m at my wit’s end,” Robidoux said.

again, Mee felt it was safe to go back to school.

During her first bout of hiccups, Mee saw an
infectious disease specialist, a neurologist, a

chiropractor, a hypnotist and an acupuncturist.

She tried a patented device that is designed to
stop hiccups, plus all the old remedies.

Mee returned to St. Petersburg’s Northeast

According to the National Institutes of

High School on Wednesday, and the 15-year-old

Health, hiccups can be triggered by anything

ninth-grader hiccuped only twice.

from spicy foods to stress, and they can start for

But on Thursday, the hiccups returned with

no reason at all. They’re caused by involuntary

almost the same intensity they had several weeks

contractions of the diaphragm, which causes the

earlier.

vocal

Mee had started hiccuping Jan. 23 close to 50
*

cords

to

distinctive sound.

close briefly, making that
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TAMPA BAY NEWS
Book Club Engages
Imagination And Intellect

Celebrating 60 Years Of
Dedicated Public Service

CLEARWATER - Self-reliant thinkers and

independent, nonprofit educational organization

The Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma

Chapter awards over $20,000 in scholarships and

readers can attend Great Books adult book club

with a mission to help people think and share

Theta Sorority Incorporated in partnership with

educational assistance to local high school

to read and search for answers to fundamental

ideas. The Foundation was established in 1947 to

DELTA, Inc., a not-for-profit corporation is

seniors to pursue higher education. Over the

questions raised by The Grand Inquisitor by

promote liberal education for the general public

extending an invitation to the public to join us as

years, our fundraising events, like Jabberwock,

Fyodor Dostoevsky, Thursday, April 12, 1:30

and extended its mission to children with the

we celebrate 60 years of committed Public

have afforded many young ladies in the Tampa

p.m. at the Clearwater Main Library, 100 N.
Osceola Ave. Call (727) 562-4970, ext. 5284 for

introduction of Junior Great Books. It has helped

Service to residents of the City of Tampa and

Bay area an opportunity to pursue their dreams

thousands of people, internationally, to begin

Hillsborough County.

of obtaining a college education.

copies of the text. No registration necessary.

their own discussion groups in schools, libraries,

Chapter members will host a three-day

The Tampa Alumnae Chapter continues to

Clearwater library programs are a public service

and community centers . For more information on

celebration weekend April 13 -15, 2007 at the

give back to the community while fostering

offered at no cost to attendees.

Great Books, visit www.greatbooks.com.

beautiful Florida Center and Botanical Gardens

ideals

located on the Florida State Fairgrounds. On

achievement and individual development of

Friday, April 13th, we will feature local musical

young ladies. We accomplish this through the

guests “City Groove” and “B.K. Jackson-15 year

old Sax Sensation” and national recording artists,

sorority’s national educational development
programs Delta Academy for middle school aged

“Pieces of a Dream”. On Saturday, April 14th

girls and Delta GEMS for young ladies in high

join us for the “Diamond and Pearls Luncheon”

school.

The

Great

Books

Foundation

is

an

Bayside High Conference
To Focus On Building A
Community Of Respect
Youth conference - Community

support a safe learning environment leading to

Tampa Bay

higher student achievement. The all-day event
will allow students to discuss issues they face

WHERE: Bayside High, 14405 49th St. N,

and seek solutions by developing an action plan

Clearwater

WHEN:

and initiating it.

Friday, March 23,8 a.m. -1:50 p.m.

Community Tampa Bay works to involve

DETAILS:
Sixty

promoting

academic

Dr. Marian Lauria -Davis is the President of

Lee Ralph who performed as one of the original

the Tampa Alumnae Chapter. Joanell Lawson,

Dream Girls on Broadway. The culmination of

Immediate Past President of the Tampa Alumnae

this fabulous weekend will take place Sunday,

Chapter

15 th

with

Jabberwock

2007

-

is

the

Chairperson

Anniversary Celebration.

for' the

students

at

Bayside

High

will

and

diversity

training

during

a

Community Tampa Bay Youth Conference

Friday, March 23 at the school.

more

The Co-Chairs are

“Renaissance.. .A Harlem Tea” featuring girls in

Sorors Lori Bassett-Sharrieff, Sandra Quince,

8th and 9th grades in competition and cotillion.

Sherri Day-Phillips and Shiketa Gresham.

This celebration will allow the Tampa

Alumnae

Chapter

to

continue

awarding

seniors

the

scholarships

to

community.

Each year the Tampa Alumnae

inclusive

through

such

conferences.

graduating

in

For additional details or ticket information
please call (813) 684-1302 or visit our website
www.deltasigmathetatampa.org.

in

youth

conferences

elementary, middle

at

and

numerous
high

For more

and

information, contact Melissa

Porter, 507-4730.

Bay will facilitate the event, which is meant to

Readers Choice
BookKeview
Tangela Murph-Bailey

“I LOVE THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER1”

public

schools

alternative schools in Pinellas County.

sponsoring the conference. Community Tampa

WE LOVE IT WHEN READERS SAY,

Hundreds of students already have been involved

The school’s Multicultural Committee is

Visit Our Website:
Online at www.theweeklychallengei.com

What’s about to become
Florida history?

Owner - Readers Choice Bookstore

All the following Scratch-Off Games of the Florida Lottery.

SOB

BL*CKJ*CK

Barrel of Bucks
#664

Blackjack
#652

Diamond Dollars
#662

$1 Double Dough
#648

G3EQDO

Cool 7’s
#654

Cool 5's
#649

Instant Riches
#645

Jumbo Bucks

#663

Meet The Author
“I Want What Most White Women

In addition there are poems of

Got: A Black Man.” Veronica Blakely,

affirmation on the beauty black women

a dark-skinned divorcee has opened up

possess in spite of feeling they have

a can of worms and an opportunity for

been snubbed by brothers.

some dialogue in her book, “I Want

The second section titled, Words of

What Most White Women Got: A

Wisdom is dedicated to women on life,

Black Man.” This book takes a look at

love and living. The third and final

relationships in the African-American

section wraps up with B .M.W. - Black

community and ponders why some

Men Wanted, with subjects describing

black men prefer women who are (light

'men in all shapes, shades, sizes and

or) white. This book does not bash

stages of their life who are celebrated

males,

60th

youth in making our community and schools

concentrate on conflict resolution, rumors and

gossip,

toward

featuring nationally recognized actress Sheryl

April

WHAT:

geared

but

instead

brings

to

the

forefront how dating and marriage has

drastically changed for black women.
This book is written in three parts,

just for being who they are.

Solid Gold
#640

Super Cash
#641

Super Deuces
#639

Veronica’s book was released in
December 2006 and was listed as

Number 2 on MosaicBooks.com. Her

starting with the issues at hand — with

book has received critical acclaim from

topics like:
• P.H.A.T. vs. FAT

readers across the country.
Stop by and meet Veronica Blakely

Choice Bookstore on

• Drama Queen
• W.W.W.F (White Women Won’t

at Reader’s

Fight)
• Lowdown vs. Down low

5:00 p.m'. 4301 34th Street South Suite

• She is Still White To Me

Mall. For more information, call (727)

• I Thought I Had a Man

867-3696.

Saturday, March 24,2007 from 2:00 to
102 (outside storefront) at the Maxi

All these Scratch-Off games officially end March 30, 2007.

So play these great games now while there-are still prizes to
win. But remember,., any winning tickets must be redeemed by
Tuesday, May 29, 2007. Prizes less than $600 may be redeemed
at any Florida Lottery retailer. Prizes $600 and Over must be
claimed at a Florida Lottery office. (For the office nearest you call
850-487-7777.) Thanks for playing these and the many other games
of the Florida Lottery.
©2007 Florida Lottery. Must be I8or older to play. Please play responsibly.

Florida Lottery®

When you play, we all win.
fiaiottery.eMi
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Clearwater Fire & Rescue’s
“Move Over” Begins
S= Stay alert. Drive defensively, keep the

Clearwater Fire & Rescue is beginning a

new program to reinforce the importance of . noise down in your car and look for more than

JAMM
DREAMGIRLS - A Supreme Hit!

yielding to emergency vehicles. It’s called

one emergency vehicle when you hear a siren.

Move Aside. Once a semester a firefighter will
visit local high school driver education classes at

1= Investigate. Check your rear view mirror,
scan in front and on both sides, try to estimate

Clearwater and Countryside High Schools,

the closing speed and plan your next move.

teaching young drivers the “dos and don’ts” of

R= React. React quickly, but calmly. Scan

how to react when crossing .paths with an

all directions before pulling over. Always use a

emergency vehicle.

signal and don’t slam onthe breaks or pull over

Dreamgirls went on to win six Tony Awards

read the entire article,

in

1,522

lights, but don’t get out of the way. Some try to

suddenly.
E= Enter. Before re-entering the roadway,

call (941) 358-9228, and

performances, closed in August 1985. The

outrun or follow emergency vehicles. This is not

check all directions, signal, and gradually merge

order tickets for the best

WBTT version of the musical was directed by

only dangerous, but it’s illegal! We’re partnering

back into traffic. Watch for additional emergency

Westcoast Black theater

Reggie Kelly, an Associate Director/Choreographer

with Clearwater P.D. School Resource Officers

vehicles.

Troupe”

(WBTT)

for the Black Theater Troupe in Phoenix,

in this effort. We want drivers to understand why

N= Never. Don’t stop at a place that does not

presentation to-date:

Arizona, the African-American Cultural Center

they should take sirens seriously and know how

have enough room to pull over safely. Never try

DREAMGIRLS .

in

to react when it’s time for them to Move Aside.

to outrun or follow an emergency vehicle.

Bravo! Congratulations!

Productions in Chicago. Dreamgirls, the musical

Good Job!

follows the same storyline as the recent movie

Hold it! Before you

Hurrah!

Even these words do

1982,

and

Buffalo,

starring

after four years

New

Academy

and

York

and

for

winner

Award

Rockett

Many drivers hear the sirens and see the

Jennifer

to

Hudson, and Academy Award nominee Eddie

Dreamgirls, the musical.

Murphy. Deena Jones, Lorrel Robinson and Effie

For those of you who

White, played by Tsadok Porter, Jnana Wilson

have not yet ventured down to Sarasota to see

and Teresa Stanley, respectively, are best friends

this outstanding musical and to support Nate

who sing in a group together. They ’re discovered

ST. PETERSBURG - The Florida Publishers

performing in a talent show at the Apollo Theater

Association is holding a one-day educational

by a very ambitious manager named Curtis

event for publishers and authors in St. Petersburg

Taylor, Jr. (Nate Jacobs, WBTT Founder) who

on Saturday, March 31, 2007. It will be held

offers them the opportunity of a lifetime. You are

the Eckerd College Conference Center.

not

Jacobs’

young,

talented

do

justice

African-American

artistic troupe, you have until March 24th to
purchase tickets and do so. It’s not too late.
During the last 3 years, I’ve been privileged

* acronym provided by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration

Emergency Response Tips for Drivers:

SIREN*

Publisher/Author Seminar
at

the buzz going about their books by using the

power of the media.
Kim Leonard and Allen D’Angelo from

Bookcovers.com. In separate sessions, they will,
talk about Dynamic Book Design: Meeting Your

to see and review every WBTT performance. It’s

taken from that uneventful beginning to their

This all-day program is going to be an

true, I’ve seen them all. But, never have I seen

rise, and then the dissention in the group caused

invaluable source of information for publishers,

by Effie White (a copy of Florence Ballard,

authors, wanna-be publishers and authors and

Joining these high-profile presenters will be

marvelous musical entertainment packed with

original lead singer of the Supremes). James

even' vendors who serve the writing community.

the Association’s President Frank Gromling and

performances to relish and enjoy. Wonderfully

“Thunder” Early played by Eddie Murphy in the

The impressive line up of presenters include:

Association Executive Betsy Wright-Lampe.

staged, re-imagining of two decades of American

film is portrayed by Chadwick in the WBTT

Lloyd Jassin, a top New York publishing and

Their two sessions are “So You Want to Become

music, specifically, the Motown style of music,

musical. He is phenomenal in the role. Critics

the troupe perform as they do in Dreamgirls. It is

produces show-stopping performances by all of

described

the actors. While viewing and sinking deeper

“amazing”, “He’s an Amazing Voice”, “He has

unique

Chadwick’s

talent

as

entertainment attorney. Lloyd will be teaching

a Publisher” and “How to Create Demand for
Your Book”.

Smarter Contract Negotiations, and A Book is

absurd, unreasoning happiness. Dreamgirls, the

performer”. Well, he certainly had me splitting

musical is a top-notch production by a very

my sides laughing and wanting to get up and

and speakers. Pam discusses I See Your Book

talented group of young and ambitious African-

dance. His performance alone is well worth the

Everywhere. How authors and publishers can get

Americans who do me proud each time that I

price of admission.

attend and view them doing what they do best,

act, sing and dance.

“A

and

true

Pam Lontos, well-known publicist to authors

slowly becoming a popular hit “And I’m Telling

and choreographed in 1981 by Michael Bennett,

You I’m Not Going...you’re gonna love me”,

who was known for his outstanding hit and long

sent chills up and down my spine. Generally

running Broadway musical “Chorus Line”,

speaking, the singing by the female actors, and

Dreamgirls tells the story of three black women

the dancing and singing by Chadwick, a mix of

living in the tumultuous 1960’s - 1970’s who

James Brown, Marvin Gaye and Jackie Wilson

have a “Dream”. That dream could have been the

was awesomely superb! Would I see it again, if I
could.. .1 most certainly would!

Martha and The Vandellas, but some say it
follows a little too closely to and has to have
Remember

been derived from the history of the Supremes

to

“Keep

Jazz

Alive”

by

“Supporting Live Jazz!”

Supremes were said to have been Motown’s most
popular and successful girl group. At the time

Jazz fans - do you have any feedback?

when Dreamgirls made its debut on Broadway, in
an effort to avoid any legal problems, the

I

producers insisted that the musical was based

rickgeesjazzjamm.com

would

like

to

from

hear

or

YOU!

email

Visit

me

JazzJamm@aolcom. You may also mall your

all of the Rhythm & Blues acts back in the 1960’s

letters

vain attempt to retell the story of the Supremes.

to

Rick

Gee’s

The Weekly Challenger,

Jazz

Jamm,

TAMPA - The 12th Annual All About Kids

buy”. Many of the brands also offer great money

Back to School Bash announced the addition of

saving coupons at our Treat Street Snack Zone so

a 25,000 square foot Baby Wonder Zone. The

you Can visit your neighborhood Publix after the

area will target children 0-3 years old. Our Baby

show to stock up on the terrific products you’ve

Wonder Zone is All About Kids newest expo area

sampled. Treat Street is one of the busiest and

for expectant and new families. Baby Wonder

most popular attractions at the All About Kids

Zone is presented by Tampa Bay Baby magazine,

Back to School Bash.

the same folks who bring you the ParentGuide

magazine.

c/o

2500 M.L. King, Jr.

Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

YMCA Of Tampa Bay Names
Homeless Advocate As CEO

All About Kids Back to School Bash is a

two-day, hands-on convention for kids and their

The 12th Annual Back to School Bash will

families. One of the largest children’s events in

still have 75,000 square feet of fun for the older

Tampa Bay, the Back to School Bash attracts

children. The Presenting Sponsor, Treat Street,

15,000 people annually. Per web site the event is

at

upon show business aspirations and successes of

and 70’s. Diana Ross angrily dismissed it as a

www.flbookpub .org/mini-cOllege .html.

All About Kids Back To School
Bash Adds A 25,000 Square
Foot Baby Wonder Zone

finale scenes when Effie sings the song that is

from Detroit. In their day, during the 60’s, the

5951, FPAbooks@aol.com, or by going to

The “icing on the cake” was towards the

Dreamgirls, the musical was first directed

dream of the girls who sang with The Shirelles or

Further information can be obtained by

contacting Betsy Wright-Lampe at (863) 647-

Like a Salami: Selling Subsidiary Rights.

something

special”,

Strategy Growth Dynamics.

three tracts: Smarter Business and Legal Strategies,

into the recognized story, one gets a feeling of

really

Three Marketing Challenges, and Publishing

offers show-goers the opportunity to sample great

scheduled for August 4 and 5 2007 at the Tampa

products from a large number of brands offered at

Convention Center.

Publix Super Markets for Back to School lunch

Exhibitor and sponsorship opportunities are

boxes. Many of the products and flavors sampled

still available for both areas. Call 813-966-55051

are new on the grocer’s shelf and Treat Street

or visit www.BackToSchoolBash.com for booth

provides attendees the chance to “try before they

information.

COTILLION

culmination of many months of dedication from
the young ladies.

continuedfrom frontpage

Leading up to the cotillion

they are required to participate in various

ST. PETERSBURG

Prior to leading the Georgia Law Center for

- The YWCA of Tampa

the Homeless in Atlanta, Ms. Kempner served in

and provide encouragement and assistance with

Bay Board of Directors

the public sector, as a housing staff attorney at

and

furthering their education.

that

the West Side Single Room Occupancy Law

protection. The young ladies along with their

Zeta Upsilon Omega Chapter of Alpha

Esq.,

Project and as Housing Litigation Director at

escorts learned the Minuet Waltz. The evening

Kappa Alpha Sorority held their first Debutante

L.M.S.W., has been

Harlem Legal Services. She earned her Juris

included the presentation of the debutantes and

Cotillion Ball in March 2001 at the St. Petersburg

appointed

chief

Doctorate from the Benjamin Cardozo School of

the Minuet Waltz of the debutante with their

Coliseum. The event is held every other year to

executive officer (CEO)

escort and fathers.

Law, a Master’s degree in Social Work from the

present junior and senior high school young

of the YWCA of Tampa

Hunter College School of Social Work and a

ladies in the Tampa Bay area.

Bay. Ms. Kempner, who

Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from Cornell

The girls are recommended by their high

as

below. The winner and runner-up received

school counselors. They must maintain at least a

executive director of

University.
“1 have dedicated my life’s work to social

scholarships for college from the sorority fpr

2.5 GPA and is involved in extra curriculum

approximately $12000.00.

the Georgia Law Center

justice, cultural diversity and the empowerment

activities

for the Homeless joined the organization on

of women,” said Ms. Kempner. “It is an honor to

civic/community and church programs. The

March 12,2007.

1st Place-Janita Truitt; 2nd Place-Karla King; 3rd

be able to join the oldest women’s membership

young ladies must also demonstrate leadership

Place-Kara Irby; Honorary Scholarship-Jasmine

Juli Kempner, Esq.,
L.M.S.W.

Kempner’s

has

announced

Juli

Kempner,

previously

served

skills

workshops that focus on social etiquette, health

in

school

and

wellness,

self

esteem

and

personal

At the end of the evening Ms. Debutante is
crowned. The winner and runner-ups are listed

volunteer

in

Ms. Debutante(winner) - Demetria D Bizell;

a

organization that declares its mission front and

skills, moral values and self respect. The girls

seasoned administrator, attorney and social

center. I am eager to study the homelessness

choose their own escorts for the evening. The

worker advocating for issues of importance to

situation in St. Petersburg where I hope to apply

Community Service Award-NaKena Cromartie;

escorts are required to meet the criteria as the

of color

underserved

my recent experience at the Georgia Law Center

Ms. Congeniality-Desiree Roberts

debutantes. They must be high school or college

populations make her well qualified to lead the

for the Homeless and work collaboratively with

age.

YWCA of Tampa Bay,” said YWCA of Tampa

coalition partners.”

“Ms.

women,

people

combined

and

as

Mondy; Supreme Spirit Award-Desiree Roberts;

The Mistress and Master of Ceremony for the
evening were Erick Riggins (Baynews 9) and

The Debutante Year is the finale of the

Tim Kelly. The chairperson and co-chairpersons

personal growth, welcoming the debutante into a

are Deborah Figgs-Sanders and Lisa Brody. The

Bay Board of Directors President Tami Simms-

Ms. Kempner will succeed Susan Finlaw-

Powel. “She is passionate about our programs and

Dusseault, a 20-year veteran of the YWCA. For

world

is the right person to help us advance our mission

more information about the YWCA of Tampa

awareness. The elegant formal event was the

of eliminating racism and empowering women.”

Bay, log on to www.ywcaoftampabay.org.

of

civic

responsibility

and

social

girls were serenaded by Mr. Ellis Poole

TAMPA BAY NEWS continued
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Friday, March 23 - Spring Fashion Showcase to Benefit
Cancer Survivors 7:00 p.m, (Carver Recreational Center)
520 Idlewild Street (Bartow, FL). Featuring Vision of Harmony
is made up of sisters (Angela and Valencia.
Friday, March 23,10 a,m. to 11:30 a.m.»Caregiver Coffee
Break. The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast will offer an

program focuses on etiquette, community service, and college
preparation. Each participant will be judged on her academic
skills, leadership abilities, commitment to family and
citizenship. In addition to Miss Blue Revue, Ms. Sensational
Senior Blue Revue will be announced. For additional
information call (813) 972-1740,

opportunity at 3050 1st Avenue South (St. Petersburg) to share
information and encouragement with other caregivers who help
care for a family member or friend. This is a chance for you to ask
questions and learn ways to make this time more meaningful and
comfortable for all concerned. For information, call Barb Jiracek,
at (727) 523-3451.

Saturday, March 24 * Links’ African American Youth
Forum at Pinellas Technical Education Center (PTEC). 10:00
a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
The event is free to interested youth but registration is
required. Please contact June Peterman at (727) 866-6431
for more information.

Friday, March 23, 7 to 10 p.m. & March 24 • The
Highwaymen Art Show and Black And White Party
presented by Stone Soup Productions and hosted by Grand
Kitchen and Bath. Meet the Highwaymen Artists, the Staff
and Board of Directors of the Happy Workers Preschool.
11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Location: 2448 Central Avenue. For
additional information contact Johnnathan Johnson (727)
214-7061 newwave89@hotmail.com.

Tuesday, March 27 & Wednesday, March 28 - Extremely
Low Income Housing Leadership Porum (2-day workshop No Registration Fee) Sponsor: Florida Housing Finance
Corporation First American Title Insurance Company 140
Fountain Parkway, St Petersburg, FL 33716

Saturday, March 24 • Tau Pi Zeta Chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority Inc., presents Miss Blue Revue and
Sensational Senior Scholarship Program. 6:00 p.m. at the
Double Tree Hotel, 4500 W. Cypress Street, Tampa, FL 33607.
The 2006-2007 Blue Revue is a scholarship program for high
school females (9th-12th) in the Tampa Bay area. The

Time is running out for parents to choose schools for

and want another child from the same household to attend

area schools ends Saturday, March 24. A child must have a

that school should call (727) 588-5000 between 9 a.m. and

Pinellas County Schools’ student I.D. number before an

6 p.m. March 1-23. Parents who have two or more children

application can be submitted. Parents of children who will

in the

be new to the district in August need to call or visit a

same household whom they want to attend a school
neither now attends must submit a Family Preference

Family Information and Information Center (FEIC) to

Application to an FEIC by March 23. The application is

register the child and obtain a student I.D. number.

found on Page 26 of the “School Choice Information Guide.”

Parents need to apply for an attendance area school if

their child:

the district in August 2007.

Beginning Thursday, April 5 • Sarasota County Civics
101 is a 10-week session that introduces people to the
operations and services of Sarasota County government.
Each week, staff from different county departments introduce
participants to the inner workings of particular areas of county
government. Each spring and fall twenty-five people are
selected per term on a first-come, first-served basis.
Applications are available on the county's Web site at
www.scgov.net by clicking on Neighborhood Services, then
Neighborhood University.
For more information about Civics 101, call the
Sarasota County Call Center at 941-861-5000 or e-mail
neighbor@scgov.net.

Free Cholesterol and Diabetes
Screenings
Information: 800-713-3301 (No-Appointments)
March 23 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Medical Arts Pharmacy
1804 59th Street West, Bradenton, FL.
March 26 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Radiance Pharmacy
110 Clearwater Largo Road South, Largo, FL.
March 28 - 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tampa Drug and Diabetic Center
1010 East Busch Blvd., Tampa, FL.

To assist Spanish-speaking families, each FEIC

families with applying for I.D. numbers for incoming

the same household into the same school or getting

• Is entering ninth grade and does not want to use

answers to questions about the choice process.

extended grandfathering.

The FEIC locations are 1101 Marshall St., Clearwater,

• Wants to change schools in the attendance area.

(727) 298-2858, open Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Parents of all children, except those requesting family

Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Tuesday, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,

preference, may apply by calling (727) 501-0871. Parents

and 3420 Eighth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, (727) 552-

of 5th and 8th grade students, except those applying

1595, open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 8 a.m. to

preference,

also

March 29 to 31 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Kmart
26996 US Hwy 19 North, Clearwater, FL.

students, exercising the family preference to get children in

• Is entering sixth grade.

family

Saturday, March 31 & Sunday April 1, 10th Annual
Palm Harbor Craft Festival. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
A wide array of handmade pottery, jewelry, clothing and more
from 100 of the nation’s most talented artisans will be on
display along Florida Avenue. Admission is free. For more
information, visit www.artfestival.com or call 954-472-3755.

location has Spanish-speaking personnel to help the

• Is entering kindergarten or entering or returning to

for

Saturday, April 21, 2 p.m.: East Library, 2251 Drew St.
For more information, call (727) 562-4970, ext. 5244.

Parents who have a child in a Pinellas County school

next year. The application period for choice attendance

Pubiix

Thursday, March 29, 4:30 p.m,: North Greenwood Library,
905 N MLK Jr. Ave.
Saturday, March 31,2 p.m.: Main Library, 100 N. Osceola Ave.
Tuesday, April 17,7 p.m.: Countryside Library, 2741 SR 580

Thursday, March 29 through April 21 > Kids, ages 4
and up, can learn how to draw cartoons with Leah Lopez
at Clearwater libraries. This unique, educational, and fun
workshop helps children discover talent within them. With
Leah’s step-by-step instruction, kids learn just how easy it is
to create their own cartoons. She has won numerous awards
for her fine art in Florida.
Clearwater library programs are a public service offered
at no cost to attendees. Art supplies will be provided.

School Choice Application Period
Ends March 24

A7

may

apply

online

at

http://apply.pinellaschoice.org using the PIN number that
was sent to them in January. Parents will be notified of

4:30 p.m., and Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For complete application information, parents may

THE

PALLADIUM

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

visit the Choice website, Www.pinellaschoice.org.

their child’s school assignment April 13.

Encore Concert #4

iiuiar; bs
(

Florida Orchestra Brass Quintet
Tuesday, March 27,7:30 p.m., $12—$20

Historic
Central
Avenue
Expo.

Festival of States Junior Sungoddess
Finals Competition
Wednesday, March 28,8 p.m., FREE ADMISSION
► Florida Orchestra Chamber Orchestra
Schubert, Mozart & More
Tuesday, March 31,8 p.m., $25

► Side Door Jazz: The music of Wes Montgomery and

Jimmy Smith with the Hamilton-Harris Project
Thursday, April 5,7:30 p.m., $20

For more information call
813- 274-5835.

► Celebrity Comedian DaveCouiier,
Saturday, May 5
10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.
Tampa Bay History Bus Tour.
R.W. Saunders, Sr. Library
1505 N. Nebraska Avenue
Tampa

Qn November 2,2004, the citizens of Pinellas County voted to increase the ad valorem millage
one-half mill for necessary operating expenses, including funds to recruit and retain quality

teachers, preserve reading programs and music and art classes, and provide up-to-date
textbooks and technology, July 1,2005-June 30,2009.

Teaching our students a love and passion for reading

Saturday, May 12
10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Central Avenue Festival
in the Park.
A Celebration of Mother's Day
Perry Harvey Park
1200 N. Orange Avenue
Tampa

presented by Verizon and the City of St. Petersburg
Friday, April 6,7:30 pm, $10-$50

► Special Tuesday Event: Side Door Jazz:
Swinging tunes and sultry boss nova
with Nate Hajar and Harry Allen
Tuesday, April 10,7:30 p.m., $20
► Miss Florida Outstanding Teen Pageant
Preliminary Competition
Friday, April 13,7:30 p.m., $15

► Miss Florida Outstanding Teen Pageant

Finals and Crowning
Saturday, April 14,7:30 p.m., $25

Referendum Revealed
$ 53.1 -million in teacher compensation • SB-million in reading • $2.4-million in visual arts
$2.4-milliort in performing arts • $2.4-million In technology

Sunday, May 20
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m»
Florida Emancipation Day
Celebration
St John Progressive M.B. Church
2504 E. Chipco Ave.

Encore Concert #5: Musicians Out of the Box
Tuesday, April 17,7:30 pm, $12-$20
0 Orraarel.M„t
BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 • www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR
llrtersbura

W4. Ill C W

2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey,
Progress Energy, ABC Pain Rauscher, Sembler Company, Synovus Bank, Tech Data, St. Petersburg Times, Ray and
Nancy Mufr3y‘ Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cv.hu ia I Affairs, the
ffotida Arts Council, the National Endowment for the Arts and the City of St Petersburg.

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd St. N.
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Phone 894-0511
823-7910

KENNETH WELCH
Accountant, MBA

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed. ???
WE CAN HELP !!!

WELCH
ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE

Computerized Accounting & Bookkeeping Systems

Larry Eugene Walker
Insurance

1601 - 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727)393-4617

JOHNNY L. WELCH
Accountant, MS

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.
3651 42B<I Ave. South, Suite C-104
St Petersburg, Florida 33711

Great Automobile Rates

DAVID T. WELCH
Accountant, EdD

Over 20 years of Experience
Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

rilvanc: (777) 323-3893

Employment Opportunities

•■

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTHCARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

(727) 328-71

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

NEUROMUSCL LAR & RELAXATION THERAPY

$$ MAKE EXTRA

Housekeeping

j

Dea-g

SaUCe

ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
1NSPRANCE.PLAN8

MONEY SELLING

ALL SHIFTS!

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER $$

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS!
CLOSE TO HOME!

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED
1143 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

CALL (727) 8644882

uncledea@excite.com

If you are looking for o rewarding

»housekeeping position with IMMEDIATE

Independent
CARRIERS

benefits, explore the opportunities ot

Boyfront Medical Center. Currently we

FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

ore seeking experienced, dedicated .

Housekeeping Team Members with stoble employment history for the follow
ing positions:

• Housekeeping
• Floor Techs
1 yr previous experience preferred.
Apply online ot www.boyfronf.org,
or ph 727-873-6161. eoe

.

Bayfront
Health System

The Weekly
Challenger is seeking
motivated independent
entrepreneurs to sell
the weekly publication.
To apply, or for
additional information
call (727) 896-2922.

If you think there might be
a warrant for your arrest...
Please call

(727)322-0664

BID NUMBER:
BID TITLE:
PRE-BID OPENING:
BID OPENING:
CONTACT PERSON:

FWC 06/07-89
Ultramicrotome

March 28, 2007 @ 3:30 P.M.
Paula Scott @ 727/896-8626 Ext: 1520

For a complete copy of the bid, go to http://fcn.state.fl.us/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_www.main_menu
or FAX your request to (850) 921-2500.

FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BID NUMBER:
BID TITLE:
PRE-BID OPENING:
BID OPENING:
CONTACT PERSON:

FWC 06/07-90
Marine Mammal Path biology Lab Slide Scanning
March 29, 2007 @ 3:30 P.M.
Kari Higgs @ 727/896-2686 Ext:

1912

For a complete copy of the bid, go to http://fcn.state.fl.us/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_www.main_menu
or FAX your request to (850) 921-2500.
.:.
. ■
■ ■ <
. o: git

FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

Avoid the embarrassment of being

ARRESTED!
' 11 i

BID NUMBER:
BID TITLE:
PRE-BID OPENING:
BID OPENING:
CONTACT PERSON:

FWC 06/07-93
Transmission Electron Microscope
April 15, 2007 @ 2:30 P.M.
Meghan Shone 727/893-9860 Ext: 3104

K
For a complete copy of the bid, go to http://fcn.state.fl.us/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_www.main_menu
or FAX your request to (850) 921-2500.

(Tin' Werkltj (Cliatlnttjrr
Bail
Bond

Easy Payment
Plans

Collateral
not always needed

THERE’S A REASON TO READ THE WEEKLY CHALLENGERS.

Subscription Cost:
I
I
I Name:
I Address:
I City/State/Zip:
I Phone #:
I Email Address:
I New Subscription:
(or) Renewal:
I Date:
I
Check
Cash
I Amount Paid: $.
I Comments:_ _
I
Make Checks Payable to: The Weekly Challenger
I
Mail this form & payment to: The Weekly Challenger Office:
I
2500 M.L. King Jr. Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
I
(727) 896-2922 • Fax (727) 823-2568
I
$15.00 - 6 Months

826 49th St. 8.
St. Pete FI. 33707

MS
01-03-0S
12-25-28
CA$H 3
834 594 361

279 026 408

DOG DAYS

1-8 5-6 4-3
6-2 1-7 8-2

(or)

$30 - Yearly

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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BLACK HISTORY
“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing**

Ella Mary Holmes Celebrates
90 Years Of Life, Education,
And Hats, Hats, Hats
remembered that Ms.- Holmes always looked
fabulous. “I wanted to dress like that when I
grew up. She was very precise as a teacher. No
Ella Mary “Mae” Holmes was surrounded by ifs, ands or buts about it. She set such an
friends and former students as she celebrated her example. Even now she still takes time with the
90th birthday at a party, recently held at St. kids in the community”, she said. Mrs. Holmes
Peter’s Episcopal Cathedral. The event was a recently took kids from the Happy Workers
bestowed shower of love and a testament to one Children Center to experience their first
woman’s contribution to the education of symphony. Commissioner Kenneth Welch said
African-Americans during the age of she has been a friend for years. “She’s a giving
segregation. Her indelible spirit of mentoring, person. She is really concerned about children”.
kindness, and generosity has continued to today. He said that as a teacher, her experience and
Ms. Holmes a teacher, at then all black, Jordan skills were so valued and admired that during the
Elementary School, instilled in her students days of segregation, prospective black principals
appreciation for learning, respect for self and were sent to her for training at Tarpon Springs
community, and advised them that they could go Elementary School. Bettye Richardson Means
remembers that she herself, was a talker in class,
further in life with the gift of education.
Approximately 75 people attended the event but that Ms. Holmes was one of her favorite
to honor Ms. Holmes. Newscaster John Wilson teachers. On a recent occasion when she
was emcee of the event and said that he and his encountered her former teacher, Ms, Holmes
wife, Mary Kay, have been friends of “Mae’s” said, “You’ve still got that smile. Do you still talk
for years. “ She is the epitome of grace and style. a lot?” Former fifth grade student, Marilyn Dorn
Her charm is irresistible”, he said. His wife Welch remembers her teacher as being very
shared the fact that even though Ms. Homes positive and giving a lot of love. “ I think
never had any children of her own, she has been everybody was her pet”, she said.
Ms. Ella Mary “Mae” Holmes and her family
“mother” to over 100 children. Former students
of Jordan Elementary fondly remembered their have been part of St. Petersburg’s history for
teacher. Carolyn Green Hobbs sang a solo to many years. Ms. Holmes graduated with Gibbs
honor her former 6th grade teacher. She High School class of) 933 as yaledictorian. She

By: JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent

Ella Mary “Mae” Holmes

graduated from Florida A&M College (now
Florida A&M University). Her father, the late
Chester' James Sr, was a community activist
and due to his tireless efforts in that regard,
Methodist Town, a then segregated section of
St. Petersburg, was renovated and renamed
Jamestown. Ms. Liz Jenkins told the story that
her grandmother, Ms. Lena Anderson was
godmother to Ms. Holmes and saved Ella Mary’s
life during a complication at birth.
Ms. Holmes has always been known for her
sense of fashion, and love of hats. She did not
disappoint the appreciative crowd as she arrived
on the arm of former student, Theodore
Lockhart, wearing a bright red hat, plume, black
suit with brilliant applique flowers, matching
shoes and bag. As a tribute to their mentor and
friend, many ladies also wore elegant hats of
various styles and colors.
Ms. Holmes received a letter of congratulations
from Senator Bill Nelson, and a Proclamation
from the city of St. Petersburg proclaiming
March 19th as Ella Mary “Mae” Holmes Day.
Commenting on the occasion, Ms. Holmes said
“I love music and I don’t like anything cheap”. In
terms of education and its value, she still feels
there is hope for the children of today. “They’re
alright”, she said. “We just have to learn patience
and to work with them”.
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STATE NEWS
Confederate Flag Hanging From Secretary Of State’s Goal: No
More Elections Embarrassments
Gallows Ignites Controversy
By: STEPHEN MAJORS

remember that era remains a sensitive one today.

way of manually counting votes should an

By: BRENDAN FARRINGTON

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - A Confederate flag

making powerful statements about powerful issues.

TALLAHASSEE (AP) -The Department of

election be challenged.
“There are a lot of people out there who like

hanging from a noose on a 13-foot (4-meter)

“I own some stock too in Southern Heritage and

State keeps a list of all businesses, promotes and

touch screen voting, but their voices aren’t as

gallows will remain on display despite protests

wish to make a statement about the sort of logos

preserves the state’s history and culture and

loud as the ones that are saying “We want a piece

from the Sons of Confederate Veterans, who call

and symbols that are associated with it.”

maintains the state archives.

of paper,”” Browning said. “It’s the right thing to

In an e-mail, Sims said he is interested in

it an affront to Southern heritage.

Hurst said he has discussed the possibility of

“The Proper Way to Hang a Confederate

taking legal action.

But the office doesn’t receive much attention

do. We need to go back in and convince voters

unless a presidency is decided by 537 votes or a

and prove to voters that we can audit ballots or

Flag” by black artist John Sims is “offensive,

Florida statutes say it is unlawful to “deface, defile

congressional seat is decided by 369 and its role

audit pieces of paper that have votes cast on

objectionable and tasteless,” Robert Hurst,

or contemptuously abuse” the Confederate flag, but say

overseeing the state’s elections pushes it into the

commander of the local camp of the Sons of

it is also illegal to prevent the display of the flag “for

spotlight. And it’s that unkind glare Gov. Charlie

them.”
Browning will help shepherd through Crist’s

Confederate Veterans, said Friday.

decorative or patriotic purposes.”

Crist wants to avoid by appointing Pasco County

proposal to make sure all voting machines have

Supervisor of Elections Kurt Browning as

a paper trail, whether that means retrofitting

secretary of state.

touch screen machines or replacing them with

But the Mary Brogan Museum of Art and

Hurst also was angry that Chucha Barber, the

Science said it stands by Sims’ work, part of a

museum’s executive director, asked him to put

larger exhibit called “Afro Provocations,” because it

his objections in writing and then distributed

“I love his attitude, I love his base of

wants to inspire dialogue.

Hurst’s e-mail to the board and to the media

knowledge, I admire his integrity,” Crist said.

without asking for his approval.

“His expertise in the elections arena is second to

The debates date to the Civil War in the

1860s, when southern U.S. states broke away

“They’re alienating a large portion of the

the

population around here,’* Hurst said. “Maybe

from

the

United

States

and

formed

Confederacy for several reasons, including their

they just wanted to cause some controversy.”

support of slavery. The question of how to

Nursing Facilities Must Heed
Patient’s Wishes, Jury Rules
WEST PALM BEACH (AP) - A Palm Beach

none.”

have been marked by pencil.

He also has a couple of other proposed
changes for elections. He wants to move up the

And when Crist’s transition office called

state’s non-presidential primary by one week so

Browning and the governor later hired him, he

it doesn’t fall right after Labor Day. He also

was given this simple mission: Don’t let Florida

wants to move up by one month the date

be embarrassed by another questionable election.

candidates qualify to get on the ballot. He said

“He made it very clear to me that he wanted

there have been too many mistakes on ballot

me to deal with elections. No bones about it,”

certification and the additional time will allow

Browning said. “He said, T don’t want any

the elections process to be more efficient.

problems with elections. I just don’t want any

“It’s long overdue that Florida have a

problems.” I told him, “It is my goal to make

secretary of state who knows what it takes to run

elections nonevents in Florida.”

an election” said Tampa Mayor Pam Iorio, who

For

death.

optical scan machines that read paper ballots that

Florida,

that

would

be

a

huge

accomplishment.

was an elections supervisor for

10 years.

County jury ruled a nursing home failed to honor

As Neumann lay dying in 1995, rescue

the living will of a 92-year-old Alzheimer’s

workers arrived at the nursing home and began

Florida became the focus of the world in

patient who didn’t want to be kept alive by

reviving her. She was rushed to a hospital, where

November 2000, when for 36 days the nation

artificial means.

she died six days later after various lifesaving

was left waiting to see who would be the next

measures, including having a breathing tube

president. The day after the election, George W.

supervisors because they know about the nuts

inserted in her throat.

Bush’s lead over Vice President A1 Gore began at

and bolts of elections and the problems that they

1,784 and shrunk to under 400 as recounts began.

face and they haven’t had a secretary of state

The Friday decision marked the end of the

state’s first prolongation-of-life trial. The jury

found that the Joseph L. Morse Geriatric Center

Officials for Morse Geriatric and attorneys

in West Palm Beach failed to follow the end-of-‘

for the health care facility did not return e-mails

life directives of Madeline Neumann and that it

and phone calls to their offices Saturday.

Browning’s predecessors, Katherine Harris and

Lawsuits were filed, lawyers were flown in

and suddenly flaws in the state’s voting system

Glenda Hood, had been a legislator and a mayor
respectively before getting the job.
“It’s been a source of frustration for the

who understands,” Iorio said.

Browning, 48, has worked in elections his

Neumann’s granddaughter, Linda Scheible,

that were previously unnoticed suddenly became

entire adult life. He took a job in the Pasco

Butthe panel declined to find Morse’s

said she wanted her, grandmother’s “unnecessary

glaring: Browning went to bed hours after the

elections office as a 16-year-old high school

former medical director, Dr. Jaimy Bensimon,

suffering” to send,a message to nursing homes,

electibh thinkingBush'had won/then woke up to1

student,' arid then' ran for the supervisor’s

everywhere,.

find himself caught up in the confusion)

position and won as a college senior in 1980.

should pay $150,000 in damages.

negligent for his role in Neumann’s prolonged

“We

Pulitzer-Prize Winner Rick
Bragg Is Part Of SPJ Spring
Conference
workshops and panel discussions planned.

the future of journalism and where the profession

Awards luncheon honoring outstanding student

is headed, figure out how to get a job in TV news

journalists in our region.

Also join us for the Mark of Excellence

and jot down writing tips from Pulitzer Prize

The North Central Florida SPJ Chapter is

winning journalist and author, Rick Bragg.

hosting this event, thanks to sponsors: University

Sounds too good to be true?

of Florida,

All those tips, trends and techniques are

available

at

this

year’s

3

Region

Spring

Independent

Florida Alligator and the Star-Banner.
Visit

SPJ’s web site to download a copy

Conference, “Storytelling in the New Age.” The

of the conference registration brochure. The

conference is March 30-31 at the University of

conference is open to all SPJ members and

Florida in Gainesville. If you want to tell better

non-members in Alabama, Florida, Georgia and

stories, hear from top-notch journalists and

South Carolina.
For more information, contact Holly Fisher,

attend this two-day conference. Students and

SPJ Region 3 director, at hfisher@spj.org or

will

benefit

from

the

many

Over the last decade, he has represented the
Florida State Association of Supervisors of

my career. I like chaos, I like all the hubbub of

Elections’ interests before the Legislature. That’s

what goes on, and that was fine for the first three

how Crist got to know him. “Kurt is the perfect

days were pure hell,”

pick,” said Terry Vaughan, the Bradford County

with

lawyers

Browning said. “If you were a punch card

elections

county, you had issues.”

supervisors’ association. “One of the major

.

(843) 849-3125.

supervisor

president

and

of the

Because of that election, which Bush won by

functions of the secretary of state is to. assist in

a still disputed 537 votes, punch card ballots

preparing the governor’s legislative package. I

were outlawed in Florida so there would never

just feel like supervisors will have a front row

again be a debate over dimpled, hanging and

seat in that process, which I think is going to be

pregnant chads.

crucial.”

Pasco was a punch card county. Now it votes

Until Crist’s office called, Browning hadn’t

on touch screen voting machines the type that

thought about changing jobs. He didn’t even

played a major role on Florida’s next greatest

believe, at first, that Crist was seeking him out

election dispute. Last November, Vem Buchanan

for the position, which pays $120,000 a year.

beat Christine Jennings to win the U.S. House

“I thought it was some of my friends busting

District 13 seat by 369 votes. Jennings, though,

my chops. I thought it was some of my kooky

is still challenging the results, claiming flaws

little friends back home just playing games with

with touch screen machines were responsible for

me,” Browning said.

most of the 18,000 blank ballots in Sarasota
County.

While his primary mission is elections,
Browning said he’s looking forward to his other

The election made a strong point for those
advocating that the ATM like machines also print

network with friends and colleagues, plan to
professionals

and

covered

days. The next 33

GAINESVILLE - Imagine if you could learn
the 10 tilings journalists need to know, hear about

The Gainesville Sun,

were

attorneys. It was probably the worst 36 days in

roles.
“I have immersed myself in the cultural

the

libraries,

in

the

backup paper receipts. Browning is a defender of

affairs,

touch screen voting, but he understands a lot of

resources, even in the corporations,” Browning

people want the comfort of knowing there is a

said. “It has been a pleasure,”

in

historical

Water Restrictions Imposed Due To Critical South Florida Shortage
By: JESSICA GRESKO

“This is really about making people concerned,

MIAMI (AP) - Thirsty crops, flower beds

and golf courses will be some of the results of

water

restrictions

imposed

Thursday

on

experience cutbacks of 45 percent or more in

are being asked to make cutbacks.

making them aware,” she said after the meeting

their

where they announced the new restrictions.

presentation delivered to water managers. The

restrictions. Violations are punishable by up to a

restrictions being imposed around the lake are

$500 fine or six months in jail. There may be

The mandatory limits come as Florida

growers are heading into

a part of the year where

water

consumption,

according

to

a

considered modified “phase two” or “severe.”

Local

governments

will

oversee

the

some leniency where officials issue warnings

southeast Florida, an area that encompasses

they need the most water. They, also come as the

about a third of the state’s population.

state heads into two months that are traditionally

agricultural businesses that use water from the

The mandatory cutbacks are the first since a

the driest of the year.

lake, including those that grow sugarcane,

drought in 2000-2001 that left the state strapped

vegetables, rice and citrus.

for water. At that time, water levels in Lake

The measures are aimed at cutting the
region’s water consumption by 15 percent and

more in some areas. They come after more than

Four counties on the lower east coast of the
will be

Tom

Mac Vicar

represents

a

number

affected by the restrictions:

“It’s hard to grow a crop with half the water,”

a year of below-normal rainfall in South Florida,

Broward, Miami-Dade, Monroe and Palm Beach.

he said, adding that growers he works with are

water officials said.

About 5.5 million of the state’s roughly 18

apprehensive.

state

while residents learn about the new rules.

Okeechobee ultimately fell to around 9 feet
above sea level.

Currently the lake s water level is hovering

Weather and the success of the restrictions will

million residents live in those areas. The west

Restrictions in the four counties are “phase

around 11 feet, about 4 feet short of average levels

determine how long they last or whether water

coast of Florida is already under year-round

one” or “'moderate.” Phase three restrictions are

during this time of year from 1992 to 2000, said

managers take additional and tougher measures.

water conservation measures.

the harshest. Water restrictions were also placed

Randy Smith, a spokesman for the water district.

“We are getting some rain. The bad news is it

The restrictions will be most severe in the

isii’t enough to make a difference,” Susan

area of Lake Okeechobee. The lake is the main

As part of the phase one restrictions, water

Sylvester, a director with the South Florida Water

water supply for fanners in the area and the

managers are limiting residential lawn sprinkling

Management District, said at a meeting in West

backup water supply for South Florida.

to three days a week during early morning hours.

2001,

In addition, golf courses, nurseries and utilities

conserving.”

Palm Beach.

Some

growers

around

the

lake

will

on agricultural areas in St. Lucie County.

Sylvester said the current numbers should

not be taken lightly.
“I think everybody knew how bad it got in

she said. “It’s not too early to start

I
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NATIONAL NEWS
Legal Loophole Leads To
Nominations Sought For Florida
Explosion Of Youth In Adult Jails History Teacher Of The Year
WASHINGTON, D.C. - In Florida, 7 of 10

decision to prosecute youth as adults. Instead,

youth in adult facilities are non-white; 58% of the

prosecutors and state laws determine which youth

Institute

cases sent to adult court are for non-violent

end up in the adult system, no matter how minor

nominations for the annual Florida History

offenses. Despite a federal law that prohibits the

the nature of the offense. In 15 states, including

Teacher of the Year Award. The Institute, in

incarceration of youth in adult correctional

Florida, prosecutors rather than judges have the

partnership with Preserve America, inaugurated

facilities, the number of young people held in jails

discretion to send youth to the adult system.

the award in 2004.

across the country has exploded by 208 percent

During the 1990s, Florida prosecutors sent nearly

The History Teacher of the Year Award is

and love of American history. Increasingly

The deadline is May 1, 2007. For more

NEW YORK, NY - The Gilder Lehrman

of American

History

is

seeking

information, contact Levon Terrell, Florida
Coordinator, at 850-245-0760 or

Levon.Terrell@fldoe.org.
Founded in

1994, the Gilder Lehrman

Institute of American History promotes the study

since the 1990s, according to a new report

as many youth to adult court as judges in all states

designed to promote and celebrate the teaching

national and international in scope, the Institute

released today by the Campaign for Youth Justice.

combined. “As a former prosecutor and head of

of American history in classrooms across the

targets audiences ranging from students to

States exploit a loophole in federal law, which was

the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

United States. It honors one exceptional teacher

scholars to the general public. It helps create

designed to protect youth from the proven dangers

Prevention, I have had the opportunity to witness

of American history from each state and U.S.

history centered schools and academic research

of adult jails but only applies to youth in the

first hand the impact of trying and sentencing

territory. (This year, only K-6 teachers are

centers, organizes seminars and enrichment

juvenile justice system. Congress is considering

youth as adults,” said Shay Bilchik, a former

eligible for nomination.) The selection of the

programs for educators, partners with school

the reauthorization of Juvenile Justice

and

Miami prosecutor, and director of the Center for

state winner is based upon several criteria,

districts

Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA) this year,

Juvenile Justice Reform and Systems Integration

including: experience in teaching American

History grants, produces print and electronic

and advocates are asking that all youth under 18

at the Public Policy Institute of Georgetown

history for at least three years; a deep career

publications and traveling exhibitions, and

be protected from incarceration in adult facilities.

University. “While I once supported these laws,

commitment to teaching American history;

sponsors lectures by eminent historians. The

“Federal law exists to protect youth from being

their

negatively

evidence of creativity and imagination in the

Institute also sponsors awards including the

locked up in adult facilities, but too many youth

impacted too many young offenders with whom

classroom; and close attention to documents,

Lincoln,

are falling through the cracks,” said Campaign for

the juvenile justice system could have done a

artifacts, historic sites, and the other primary

Washington Book Prizes and offers fellowships

Youth Justice executive director Liz Ryan. “We

better job in rehabilitating and promoting public

safety and youth development. States need to

materials of history.
The state winner will receive a $1,000

for

want Congress to close the loophole, and make

virtual

use

unbridled

has

to

implement Teaching American

Frederick

scholars to

Douglass

George

and

work in history

archives,

including the Gilder Lehrman Collection.

sure every young person is treated the same. No

seriously

laws,

honorarium and will be in the running for the

Preserve America is a White House initiative

youth under 18 should end up in an adult jail

providing strict guidelines and reintroducing the

National History Teacher of the Year award to be

that encourages greater shared knowledge about

before they’ve even had a trial, it’s bad for youth

role of the judge in making these jurisdictional

selected this fall. His or her school library will

the nation’s past and increased local participation

The

determinations.” Adult jails are not designed to

receive a core archive of history books and

in preserving the country’s cultural and natural

Consequences Aren’t Minor: The Impact of

safely hold youth, who are either incarcerated in

materials.

heritage assets.

Trying Youth as Adults and Strategies for Reform

cells with adults, or separated in forms of isolation

presents research, statuary analysis, and case

that can lead to depression or even suicide.

and

doesn’t

protect

communities.”

consider

reforming

these

studies to highlight the problems with the policies

Studies show that youth who are incarcerated in

and practices that treat young people as adults in

adult facilities are more likely to suffer abuse,

the justice system. The study examines the laws

become mentally and emotionally ill, and may be

California,

rearrested and commit more serious offenses than

Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, North Carolina,

youth who benefit from the treatment, counseling

Virginia, and Wisconsin. An estimated two

and services available through the juvenile justice

and

data

in

seven

key

states:

hundred thousand youth end up in the adult

system. A recent Zogby poll conducted for

system each year, and 40 states allow or require

National Center on Crime and Delinquency finds

the jailing of youth in adult facilities before they

that 7 in 10 respondents felt that putting youth

ever go to trial. Youth prosecuted as adults are

under age 18 in adult correctional facilities makes

often held in adult jails for months or years before

them more likely to commit future crime. “The

trial, even though the majority are charged with

problem is that we are sending too many youth to

nonviolent offenses. In one prominent example

the adult court who can be safely and more

from the 1990s, a 15-year-old West Palm Beach

effectively handled in the juvenile justice system,”

boy was charged as an adult for stealing two

said Ned Loughran, executive director of the

dollars from a classmate’s pocket. He was held in

Council of Juvenile Correctional Administrators.

an adult facility for weeks awaiting charges of

“We have more information and evidence on what

strong-arm robbery, extortion, and petty theft,

works than ever before. Now, we just need to keep

although charges were later dropped. In Florida,

this population in the juvenile justice system so

data from the Department of Juvenile Justice

they can benefit from all the advances in services

shows that of the 2,794 juvenile cases transferred

and treatment.” The report urges policy makers to

to adult court, 58% were transferred for non

take advantage of the shift in public opinion and

violent (non-index) offenses while 42% were

new adolescent brain development research that

transferred for violent offenses. Sending youth to

inspired the Supreme Court to end the death

the adtilt criminal justice system does not reduce

penalty for minors. In Florida, there are several

crime.

In one study comparing the recidivism of

pieces of legislation that would reduce the harm

youth waived to criminal court in Florida with

associated with its zealous transfer statutes;

those retained in juvenile court, the research found

including legislation that would improve juvenile

that those in the “adultified” group were more

representation,

likely to be re-arrested and to commit more

“transferred back” to the juvenile justice system.

serious new offenses; they also re-offended more

Other legislation being considered this session

quickly. The laws are not evenly applied, with

would ease the impact of an adult conviction on

youth of color and those without access to

youth by sealing and expunging youth’s adult

adequate legal counsel more likely to end up in

convictions under some circumstances. The

adult correctional facilities. Non-white young

Campaign for Youth Justice (C4YJ) is dedicated

people accounted for about 7 out of 10 young

to ending the' practice of trying, sentencing and

allow

more

youth

to

Star Jones Reynolds Lands
Her Own Daily Talk Show
At Court TV
By: DAVID BAUDER

Steve Koonin, of Turner Entertainment
Networks president, said Court TV is looking to

NEW YORK - Star Jones Reynolds has

broaden the appeal of its daytime lineup and this

landed her own daily talk show and she won’t have
to worry about Barbara’Walters this time. Court

offered a good opportunity.
Reynolds, 44, left “The View” on bad terms

TV said Wednesday It had hired Reynolds to run

last summer’Told her contract wasn’t going to be

a show about criminal justice issues that intersect

renewed, she beat Walters to the punch in

with the pop culture world. The show, which has

announcing her departure. That angered Walters,

no title yet, will likely start early this fall.

and Reynolds wasn’t allowed on the air again

It’s a return to her roots for Reynolds, a

She brushed aside any questions about

lawyer who began her TV career as a legal

whether her new gig offered any sense of

commentator on Court TV in 1991. She was an

vindication.

original co-host with ABC’s “The View,” starting

“It would not be smart to look at it as

in 1997 , where she became acquainted with the

anything other than a blessing,” she said. “I see

glitz and glamour of show biz.

only the positive. I had an amazing nine years.”

“This is the perfect time in our culture to see

how the law, politics and entertainment come
together,” Reynolds told The Associated Press.

She doesn’t watch “The View” anymore but

follows news reports about it.
“It’s not my show anymore,” she said. “I

“Some people say it has been on a collision. I say

wish them the best and I hope they Wish me the

it has been connected.”

best.”

be

people transferred to the adult system in Florida.

incarcerating youth under the age of 18 in the

Juvenile judges arefrequently excluded from the

adult criminal justice system.

Fox In Talks To Host
Presidential Debate With
Black Caucus Group
By: JIM KUHNHENN

expect a massive grass-roots backlash.”

Rucker noted that Fox News President Roger

First Black Princess In Disney
Animation

WASHINGTON (AP) - Fox News could be
back in the debate business.

Bush called (Pakistan President Gen. Pervez)

Musharraf and said, ‘Why can’t we catch this

become the industry standard. He called the film

Institute to broadcast up to two face-offs by

guy?” Ailes said at a Radio & Television News

“an American fairy tale.”

presidential candidates.

character

give

the

film

lots

Directors Association Foundation event in

Washington.

of

company, and for the institute said discussions

The institute and Fox News teamed up to

over co-hosting a Republican and a Democratic

host a 2004 Democratic debate. And News Corp,

Chairman Dick Cook said.

debate were still under way Monday.

has been a longtime supporter of the Congressional

will

Randy

The CBC Institute, a nonprofit group whose

Newman, who also wrote the music for Disney’s

directors include members of the Congressional

group

Black Caucus, has already sealed an agreement

foundation’s annual reports since 2002 list News

with CNN to broadcast a Democratic presidential

Corp, as one of scores of corporate donors, with

primary debate in South Carolina and another

contributions ranging from $5,000 to $30,000.

movie

be

scored

by

“Monsters, Inc.” and “Cars.”

Newman performed a song from the score
for the shareholders.

Co. has started production on an animated

John Musker and Ron Clements, who co

musical fairy tale called “The Frog Princess,”

directed “The Little Mermaid,” “Aladdin” and

which will be set in New Orleans and feature the

“Hercules” will co-direct the movie. The pair

Walt Disney Studio’s first black princess.

also wrote the story for the film.

The company unveiled the plans Thursday at

Disriey said its new animated princess

its'annual shareholders’ meeting in New Orleans.

Maddy will be added to its collection of

John Lasseter, chief creative officer for

animated princesses used at the company’s

M

Officials for News Corp., Fox News’ parent

excitement and texture,” Walt Disney Studios

“Toy Story,” “A Bug’s Life,” “Toy Story 2,”

to the classic hand-drawn animation process,

“And it is true that Barack Obama is on the

move. I don’t know if it’s true that President

Caucus Political Education and Leadership

The

Animation Studios, said the movie would return

Just days after Democrats canceled a Nevada

debate co-sponsored by the cable news network,

Fox is negotiating with the Congressional Black

princess

Disney and the Disney owned unit Pixar

Sen. Barack Obama’s name to Osama Bin Laden.

instead of using computer animation that has

“The film’s New Orleans setting and strong

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - The Walt Disney

Ailes recently joked about the similarity of Illinois

theme parks and on consumer products.

The film is set for release in 2009.

Republican debate at a site to be determined.
Online activists, who were instrumental in

Black Caucus Foundation, another nonprofit
affiliated to the black, caucus. The

Though the black caucus is regarded as a

Democratic

organization

in

Congress,

the

forcing the cancellation of the Nevada debate,

institute cannot act in a partisan fashion under

are mobilizing to pressure the Congressional

federal tax laws.

Black Caucus and the institute against entering
into an agreement with Fox News.

“We make (debate) decisions based on the

capacity of the organization to reach the greatest

“Should they go forward, what we will see is

number of viewers,” said Candice Tolliver, a

largely what we saw happen in Nevada,” said

media consultant for the institute. “None of our

James Rucker, head of colorofchange.org, a

decisions are made on a political basis.”

coalition of black online activists. “They can
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OBITUARIES

. Bishop Dr.
Willie D. Holey

Ruth Bellamy
Hart
Bom on April 14,

in

1931,

Jackson

County, FL to Chester
and Rebecca Bellamy,

Ruth Bellamy Hart

slipped away to a
place of eternal rest

on March 11,2007.

She

leaves

to

cherish her memories
a son, Averil Powell of

St. Petersburg; three

daughters, Evelyn
Cage, Loretha Hart

and Catherine Teal,

all of St. Petersburg;
a sister, Carrie

A.

(Jessie C.) Barkley;

a brother, William
Bellamy of Miami,
FL; six grandchildren;

and a host of nieces,
great nephews and
other loving relatives

and friends.

~ Smith Funeral Home

Bom May 27,1927
in Corbett, FL, Willie
D. Holey departed this
life on March 8,2007.
He leaves to cherish
his memories his wife
of 51 years, Arie Lee
Holey of St. Petersburg;
four daughters, Patricia
Spriggs-Jackson of St.
Petersburg, Cassandra
Carojy McAllister
of Gainesville, FL,
Shirley Jean Lawrence
of Virginia Beach, VA
and Bettye Joe Perrot of
St. Louis, MO; two
brothers, Freddie Lee and
Johnny B. Holey both of
St. Cloud; two sistersin-law, Lucille Holey and
Della Holey; twelve
grandchildren, fifteen
great-grandchildren;
four great-great
grandchildren; and a host
of family and friends.

Fredrick U.
Love, Jr.
Bom October 5,
1982

to

Fredrick

and Pamela Love,
Frederick U. Love, Jr.

was called from this

life on March 8,2007.
leaves

He

to

cherish his memories

a daughter, Omoriya
Elise

Williams

of

Tuscaloosa, AL; his

mother, Pamela Love

of

St.

Petersburg;

his father, Fredrick
Love (Marcella) of
Tuscaloosa,

AL;

sisters, Fabria Davis

and Lakesha Love,

both of St. Petersburg;
brothers, Derrick Love

(Melody) of Glen
Rock, PA, Jonathan
Stepter and Desmond
Love,

both

of

Tuscaloosa, AL; and a
host of other relatives
and devoted friends.

~ Smith Funeral Home

~ Smith Funeral Home

Irving Sanchez,
Jr.

Calvin
Reid

Brenda L.
Nesbitt
Bom on January 6,
1955 in St. Petersburg to
Bishop Edwin and Louise
Nesbitt, Brenda Louise
Nesbitt departed this life
on March 12,2007.
Those left behind
include two sons, Rodrick
J. Ivery of Tampa,
FL and Jermaine Ivery
of Orlando, FL;
one daughter,. Leathia
Williams of Augusta,
GA; her parents, Bishop
Edwin and Louise,
Nesbitt, of St. Petersburg;
three brothers, Nelson
Nesbitt Bradenton, FL,
Pastor Edward Nesbitt,
St. Petersburg, Anthony
Nesbitt, St. Petersburg;
four sisters, Betty
Johnson, Janneatte
Nesbitt, Janieuise Nesbitt
and Lillian Green, all of
St. Petersburg; seven
grandchildren; and a
host of other relatives
and friends.

Bom on July 20,

Bom on May 14,
1924 to Rev. Earlene

1929 to Irving Sanchez,

Harris

Sr.

and

Frank

Reed, Jr., Calvin Reid

passed
Monday,

away
March

K.

Emma

Bom December 9,

Bom July 22,1938

1957 to Eddie Lee

to Lillie and George

and Vina Wade

Wooten,

in,

St.

Louise

Jackson in Clearwater

Thomasville,

FL. He was called to

Dean Martin Wade

Grace Wooten departed

5,

peace on March 9,

departed this life on

this life March 12,

2007.

Thursday t March 15,

2007.

GA,

Those who will

to

He leaves to cherish

cherish his memory

his memory his wife

He is survived by

cherish her memories

three sons, William

of 53 years, Chlocile

a daughter, Rasheena

include a son , Thomas

C. Sanchez; two sons,

Wade of St. Petersburg;

L.

Irving Sanchez Gibbs,

Four Brothers, Bobby

St. Petersburg; four

Nashville, TN, Marlon

Earl Wade (Mary Lou),

daughters, Victoria D.

Sanchez, Hong Kong,

Reverend Willie Wade

Wooten, Tampa, FL;

China; two daughters,

(Carolyn),

Edward

Deborah Y. Manuel,

Iveta Sanchez-Gibbs,

Kerry Wade, all of

Cynthia A. Wright,

St. Petersburg, Tanya

Thomasville, GA and

and

Bradford Lane Wade

He

Jerome Reid, Calvin
Eugene

Reid,

and

Eugene Calvin Webb.
Two daughters, Dr.

Karen Paulette Reid
and Marlene Elizabeth

Clayton;

five

grandchildren, and
a host of relatives
and friends.

~ Smith Funeral Home

Moses

Angie

CA;

five

grandchildren,

six

Sanchez,

2007.

(Derametta)

of

St.

Petersburg; one sister,

great-grandchildren,

Verna , Dean

adopted son, godson,

(Jeny) of Thomasville,

nieces, and a host of

GA; a host of other

other

relatives

and

relatives and loving

friends.

friends.

~ Smith Funeral Home

Sneed

and

Manuel,

Jr.,

LaShawn

Lili

all

Manuel,

of

St.

Petersburg; two sisters,
Nellie

M.

Dalton,

Brooklyn, NY; Gloria

Williams, St. Petersburg;

two

grandsons,

six

granddaughters,

six

great-grand children,

,

~ Smith Funeral Home

and a host of nephews,
nieces, devoted cousins

relatives and friends.

~ Creal Funeral Home

~ McRae Funeral Home

i
T
I

in

Sr.

Petersburg,

on

2007.

leaves

and

Louise Grace
"Lou" Wooten

Dean Martin
Wade

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Pays Tribute
To Brother Irving Sanchez, Jr.

Burial Spaces

$890
Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

Owner Dwayne E. Matt
and Immaculate Matt
and family

available

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

“Service Is the Soul’s Highest Calling”
Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.

SMITH ca
FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
------ SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987 —

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral Industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

Seated l-r: Dan Green, Joe Cummings, Frank Brunson, Earnest Williams, Darryl Rouson.
First Row l-r: Tommy Campbell, Javan Turner, Watson Haynes, Ivan Tucker, Bill Puller, William
Swain, Kelly Reed, J. P. Moses, Glenn Bailey. Second Row l-r: Michael Johnson, James
Jacksdn, Jr. Cliford Cineas, Myron Mills, Grady Terrell, Randy Lewis, Paul McRae, Al Thornton.
Third Row l-r: Tony Brown, Bobby Logan
The men of Eta Rho Chapter lifted

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket,
Vault, Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

(727) 328-0466

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing

Prince and Edna Matt

727-572-4355

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
153418thAvenueSouth • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

poem

up the name of their beloved brother;

Thanatopsis by William Cullen Bryant

Irving Sanchez, Jr. at his home-going

for which he was renowned. Omega and

ceremony. During his active years with

Eta Rho Chapter will, place his name

the fraternity and as long as health

alongside the outstanding men who

permitted Brother Sanchez held a place

made the fraternity great. As the book of

the

march

life closes and the doors of Heaven open

commander at all public functions. It

the men of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity

was Brother Sanchez’s style and grace

salute Brother Irving Sanchez, Jr.

of

honor

as

official

“It’s all taken care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and djseuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG
Free Caskets for Veterans
and Families

Affordable and
Compassionate

24 hour service

3301 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg

(727) 323-8132

Lisa M. Speights
LFD and Owner

Financing Available

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida

(727)896-2602

S&wctty, tftz erweemettitzy dietcc 1950

State Approved Pre-Funeral

“Upholding a tradition of service from ourfamily to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

along with his reciting the

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service

Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

*
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
------- CHURCH EVENTS LISTING------0
Vision of Harmony

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH NEWS
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership
of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth

Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its

wishes that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings

doctrine that has as its central theme, a belief that we are a haven
of hope, help, and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting

after the enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians

awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.

St. Mark offers Calendar for March

Pizza Ministry featuring Evangelism in the Park.

Community outreach- reaching more for Jesus.
Join us for Bible study, puppet shows, prizes and
giveaways, moonwalk, free pizza and much

more.

March 30
March 31

Business Meeting

from a family of four (tyvo girls/two boys)

benefit cancer survivors on Friday, March

and maintain very close family ties. They

23rd 7:00 p.m (Carver Recreational Center)

contribute their disposition to their parents

520 Idlewild Street (Bartow, FL) and coming

who taught them to love, respect and keep

to the St Pete area on May 12, (Rock of

God first.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church 3940

In 2004, the compilation entitled, “A

willing to work and partner in unity, praising God for His

March 25

They are presently set to minister in
song at a Spring Fashion showcase to

“Our mom brought us up in
church and we inherited our love of music
from our dad. ”

upon their lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered

March 19-23 Progressive M & E Baptist State Convention
in Lakeland, Florida.

Vision of Harmony is made up of

sisters (Angela and-Valencia). They come

■“We are eager to share our gift of
music through our songs. We believe in
God’s Vision of love and peace, and want
to share this with the world. Our prayer is
that people's lives will be changed for the
better and they will accept Jesus into their
hearts - as their Lord, Savior and Friend.’

18th Ave South at the 5:00 p.m. Mother’s

Day Gospel Celebration. Pastor Frank

Peterman.

Brother

Richard

Guess

is

Taste of Ophir” featured two original

Program Coordinator. Contact WRXB for

songs by Vision of Harmony (“I’m Blessed”

additional details. Other appearances are

and “He Holds Tomorrow”). The project

scheduled for St Augustine, Ft Myers,

did extremely well and opened doors on a

Palatka, Bartow; Jacksonville, Wildwood,

more National Level for the ladies. Since

Tampa, Lakeland, Auburndale, Orlando,

then, Vision of Harmony has signed with

North Carolina, Miami, West Palm Beach,

Ophir Gospel-Records and have released

Memphis and New York. In response to

two CDs to date:

inquires on how they view their minister,

1. ) IT Takes Two

the ladies state “Ministry is such a blessing

2. ) Never Let U Go

and we are honored to sing God’s praises.”
For more information on Vision

Both CDs are available in Christian

supply stores nationally. (Reader’s Choice,
Tampa

Christian

Books

Supply,

for

of

Harmony,

please

visit

them

at

www.visionofharmony.com or call (813)

767-5151.

Thought, Music Maze, etc....).

St. Mark M.B.C. Health Care Ministry.
sponsored CPR C lass at 10:00 a.m. Pre
registration required-class closed after

enrollment of 20 people. Cost of class is $5.00.

Sunday School
is held for both children and adults of all ages. Sunday School
starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. All are invited to come

out and join us.

Baptist Training Union
is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members and the general

public are invited to come out and study the Bible with us

and learn “What Baptist Believe”.

Children and Youth Ministry Meetings
are held every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in (he community

BETHEL METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH
“Lifting Psalms to the Most High God of Heaven
throughout 2007”
Extends an invitation to

the community to join us as we

communicate God’s Word at 10:00

a.m.

Pastor’s Corner
“Those planted in the House of the Lord shall
flourish in the courts of the Lord”
(Psalms 92:13)j

service oil Sunday,

Hello,

Sunday School at 9:00 a.m. and Bible Study and Teen Summit
on Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m. We also encourage the

I am Rickey Houston, the pastor

community to make use of our Prayer Line. (321-9645)

of Bethel Metropolitan Missionary

The Christian Education Ministry’s second session of the

Baptist Church. I have now been in

Wellness Series, Discipleship, is in its fifth week of an eight week

this position for nearly three years

course. The class meets every Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Reverend

and I thank God every day.

..Joseph Harvey, is the facilitator.

have grown familiar with the Church

are welcomed to join us.

and

Upcoming Events:

Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting

Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every Thursday at 9:30 a.m.

Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
every Thursday evening at 7:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry:

April 7th

Monthly Prayer Breakfast 8:30 a.m.

April 21st

Shepherd’s of Love Bereavement Ministry
Workshop

April 23rd-25th Spring Revival 7:00 p.m. nightly
Women’s Ministry Retreat.

April 28th

4:15 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at St. Mark under the direction of Sis.
Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers are both needed and welcomed.

St. Mark Technology Lab:
During the month of February the St. Mark Computer Lab will
be open and available for use on Tuesday and Wednesday

evening? from 6:30 p.m. To 8:30 p.m. Adult intermediate

computer classes began Saturday February 24, 2007. Beginners’

classes began Thursday, March 1 at 11:00 a.m. The lab is available
for St. Mark members as well for members of the community. We

invite you to come learn basic information about how to use a
computer and how to use Word or Excel software to complete
letters, reports or projects.

know

individuals

Bethel M.M£.
Church

been

privileged

to

make

the

acquaintance of many who were

once members ip good standing of
“God’s House in the City” (literally

our name - Bethel Metropolitan). Several of you now
attend other churches and some of you do not attend any

church. We have also come to an awareness in our church
leadership that we have not been totally faithful in ministry

Free tutoring is available for all schoolage children (during
the school year) each Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from

to

throughout the community, I have
REV. RICKEY L.
HOUSTON

is held every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

come

As I

to the Lord or to the people this Church once served. So on

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

behalf of the church leadership, I have penned these few

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”

please forgive us for any harm caused? And if there is

Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

anything in particular where you were spiritually or

words to you asking for your forgiveness. Even today, there
are many unpaid bills of ministry responsibility. Would you

emotionally wounded while you were attending (or looking
The New Hope family invites you to worship with us on

Sunday morning. Sunday school begins at 9:00 with classes
available for all ages! Come help us lift up the name of Jesus!

on for that matter), would you give us the opportunity to

make it right? We would love to do that.
Please understand this is not in any way intended to

Worship continues at 10:30 with the Levites of Hope and

draw or regain individuals who once served faithfully at

Voices of Hope leading the congregation in praise. The Music

Bethel Metropolitan, but are now faithfully serving

team consists of Michael McKenny, Vemard McKenny, Marcus

elsewhere. We encourage you who are serving elsewhere to

Childs, and Corey Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our

continue your faithful service wherever God has planted

Esteemed Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted

you. In others words, we encourage you to bloom right

to have you worship with us!

where God has planted you. On the other hand, those of you

The New Hope family appreciates all of the support the

who were discouraged and disheartened, in this House

community gave us during our recent revival, souls were saved

(Bethel Metropolitan), we pray that you will find it in your

and revived during the time.

hearts to forgive any ills and to make it back to God’s House
in the City (or to some other Christ-centered Church).

MIDWEEK EUJSja.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)
Bible Study (Adult and Youth) will resume on Wednesday
evening at 7:00, March 28th. Join us in learning more about our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Scripture tells us “Those planted in the House of the Lord
shall flourish in the courts of the Lord” (Psalms 92:13). Our
only desire is to see you flourishing and to see you being

blessed.
Finally, we ask for your prayers in two areas. Pray for

Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at 11:00. Effectual,

our continued recovery (the ongoing healing within) and

fervent prayers of the righteous availeth much. Come let’s praise

pray for our strength as we seek to show forth the love of

God together. .

God by sharing the Gospel Message with all of humanity,

particularly the last, the least, the left out and the lost in our
great community and throughout the world.
Peace and Blessings,

Dr. Rickey L. Houston

Senior Pastor/Teacher

KEEP THE
LORD
IN PRAYER
4

•L.,
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Sunday, April 29 - 1st Annual Anniversary & Health Awareness Celebration

The Hope of Glory UMC is looking for

4:00 p.m. at Bethel Community Baptist Church

Spirit-filled Musicians

2901 54th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33712,

(Keyboardist, drummer & base player)!

Sponsored by Morning Glory Funeral Chapel of St. Petersburg.

We are a young and growing church with many ministries
and programs. If you are interested in one of these positions
and would like to help us lift up the name of JESUS in music

Father Samuel Jamaican West Indian Prophet
2121 W. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32804
Phone:407-841-2787

and song, we welcome you to come and grow with us.

April 13 and 14, 2007
Ramada Inn
11714 Morrisbridge Rd.
Tampa, FL
(813) 985-8525

Known around the world as the BEST! If I can’t help
you then it can’t be done. Specializing in: Court
Cases, Jinx, and Removal From the Body, Restoring
Health, Happiness, Peace, Love, and Finances.

For more information please contact
Pastor David Allen Jr.
at: (727) 867-1900 or
email us at:
Hopeofgloryaa@verizon.net

Remember, “With God All Things Are Possible.” If you truly want to be delivered meet me:

Primitive Baptist Cljurcl>

Saiift

Greater St. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755

955 - 20th Street South

Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Sunday School... ..................... 9:30 a.m.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Worship

Phone: 894-4311

Evening Worship .........

www.mzprogressive.org

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431

Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com

........... 11:00 a.m.

Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

......... 6 p.m.

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Baptist Training Union ....... 5 p.m.

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Scheduled Services:

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting &
Teachers Meeting

Rev. Clyde
Williams

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Victory Christian Center Church

Sabbath Observer?

BetheL African Methodist Episcopal Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727)321-0911

Looking for

a good church with’a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to the House of God.1

7:00 p.m.

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

We welcome you at all times

Are you a

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Early Morning 8:00 a.m.
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Mid-Morning
11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 822-2089

Bethel1894@knology.net

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.org

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

Schedule of Services

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Daughters of Zion Women’s Ministry Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.
Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.
Sunday Available for Service
Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

Breakfast Ministry.................. .Sunday 8:00 ajm.

Sunday Worship*
110:30 a.m.

mil first-time visitors will receive .a complimentary
DVD of our weekly sakkatk service.
Visit our website: www.kouseofgoatampa.com

Church School.............................................. .9:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Claude S. Williams,
Pastor

Mondays - 7:30 p.m.
Praise & Worship Joy Night
Sabbath School
Praise & Worship Service
Church: 813-248-1907
3403 N. 34tit Street
Tampa, Ft 33605

Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship....................................... .10:30 a.m.

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Bible Study.. ............. .........Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth ChurcR'.].':........... Mo^‘&WEffS&O pm.

(except Wednesdays).,

Sarcrac ammoivi

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more

information about the other services and ministries at Victory

For YOU in the AME Church”

*Nursery and Youth,Services Available

Walking In The Promised

Sunday

vision

Morning Worship

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

10:45 a.m.

nd^rvest

(727) 327-1373

Wo r s h t p C e n ter

Early Morning Worship .................................................... .7:30 a jn.

............. .............................. ............ .. .11:00 a.m.

Come Worship with us...
Sunday Worshiy Services
. 8 a.m., io a.m., sy.m.
... gi:io a.m. 7 “Righteous Ray
.
/
'
/(Monday
7:00y.In. -r Corporate Prayer

s

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Life Changing Ministries
of the World

(727) 374-1864

Log on:

www.abundant-harvest.org

www.travelwiththechurch.com

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

727-278-6868 • Icmow04@yahoo.com

(727)321-8574

Qn

Promised Vision”

Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Schedule of Services
Sunday

‘Monday, Wednesday,
/7
Saturday
f 6:00 a.m. - Corporate Prayer

Worship Service

............................... 11:30 a.m.

Young People’s Union
Evening Service

“Wednesday ‘Bihfe Study
12 noon, 7:30y.m.

................. 6:00 p.m.

............................ .7:30p.m.

Tttesday
Bible Study........................................ .7:30p.m.

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

“Son of Man, I Make Thee a Watchman ”
Ezekiel 3:17

John 10:10b "He came that they might have life and have it more

ffew UCt. Olive “Primitive "Baptist Church

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Christian Education..........................10:30 a.m.

Thursday
7:00y.m. - “Music the Arts

“WaGting

(to book your travel engagements)

First Baptist

900 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-4705

4016 -12th Avenue South

Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Friday Prayer Meeting ..................... .. .11:00 a.m.

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

2:00 p.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ............. 7:00 p.m.

Dominion Worship Ministries

Feed The Homeless

Bible Study

Sunday School ............................... .. ............... ....................... .9:30 a.m.

Rev. Norris L.
Martih, Sr. - Pastor

,: Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

“There’s A Place

. Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Morning Worship

•. •

Apostle/Prophet:
Michael D. Long
Prophetess:
Evelyn R. Long

tElder Joseph Gt. Sgpea, "Paster
“ff "Peculiar "People "Persuaded fa Perform "Sis "Purpose"
3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone:(727)327-9904 ♦ Fax:(727)322-0409

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - H :00 AM

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

Fresh Anointing Cathedral Church of
God & Outreach Ministries Inc.

ABUNDANTLY"
ABUNDANT LIFE DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.
1917 BARCELONA WAY SO.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(727) 867-2804

4905 34th Street South, #258,St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Church Number: 727-497-9655
Prayer Line: 727-497-9656
Fax Number: 727-864 2229
www.faccogom.org

Sunday - Worship & Fellowship Services
10:30 a.m.
Tuesday - Health, Nutrition & Exercise
7:00 p.m.
Thursday - Bible Study Youth & Adults
6:30 p.m.

Worshipping at: Boyd Hill Environmental Studies
2900 31st St. So.

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

(Services To Begin April 1,2007)
Location: Childs Park Recreation Center (Multi-Purpose Room)

4301 13th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Archbishop Romondo
L. Montgomery, D.D.

Sunday

11:30 a.m - Morning Services

Tuesday

6:00 p.m. - Corporate Prayer
7:00 p.m. - Bible Study

Friday:

6:00 p.m. - Evangelistic Deliverance Service

PLACE
YOUR CHURCH
AD TODAY!

RELIGIOUS NEWS continued

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Friendship

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

E. Anderson,
Pastor

Pastor

Sunday............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship
Sunday School................................. 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday............ Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday................ ..7 P.M. Youth Enrichment
Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Rev. Clarence
Williams, Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 am.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"
"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
“The church with a heart in the heart of the city”

10th Street Church Of God

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Early Morning Worship ............................................ 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................. ..
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... .....................11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study .................... ......................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ....................... .... .11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Prayer Service............... .................. . ......................... 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service..................................................... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ............................. 6:30 pm.

Dr- t°^n Evan8'

www.fmbctheship.org

Peptecostal Tcipplc Cfyurcl) of God ip Christ

Morning Glory

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabayjr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

f

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

10:00 a.m
9:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Missionary Baptist
Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Sunday Worship Service
Sunday School
Teen Summit (Wednesday)
Bible Study (Wednesday)
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207 - 10th Street North

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407
Sunday
Bro. Robert Smith

Morning Worship...........„........................ll:00 ajn.

11:00 a.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the uybudding of (god’s kingdom”

9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ

ajn.

Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 pan.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 pan.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor
The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

• www.stmarkch.org

(727) 321-6631

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Schedule of Services

(727) 896-4356

9:30 a.m.

Church School .................... ..

Hr

Morning Worship .................... 10:45 a.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Baptist Training Union .............................. ..

J

5:00 p.m.

Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

8:00 A.M, - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

“Creating a Ofaven of ifoye, ifeCy, and ifeaCingfor Christ”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

B

C

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

(727) 896-5228

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M
F
W

Tvwffi Church or God in Christ

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Sunday Services:

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Church School................ .

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

9:00 a.m.

Praise & Worship Service.......10:30 a.m.

Services
Sunday School -10:30 aan.
A. M. Service -11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday)-5:30 pan.
PM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Sunday

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Wednesday Services:

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Midweek P.U .S .H.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Communion is observed every first Sunday

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study)... 7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

JCeftr pfUa&elpJjta Camtttunttg Cfyurdj

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pan.

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples”

Church School:

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

of Jesus

Missionary Baptist Church

............ .............. 9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

3931 Central Avenue
St Petersburg Florida 33713
^^^;321-898»,)

Devotion: .........___ ... .10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

EbenezerntcogQyahoo.com
: www.ebenezerntcog.org

Morning Worship Service: ................... ..

Praise and Worship:................. 10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Bible Study each Tuesday:

Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry............. . ............ ............... • • ■.............. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ..................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry........... . ...................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

10:00 ajn

Diving Worship
Evening Service

11:15 ajm

............................. 6:30 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:

6:00 pan.

3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

t, WEDNESDAY
School of Leaders

7:00 pjn.

FRIDAY

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

7:06 p.m

SATURDAY
Harvest Crusade

Discover HOPE
at

Hope of Glory Church

7:00 pan

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 pan.

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.
3900 5th AVENUE NORTH

“Where God's Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!"

ST, PETERSBURG, FL

David Allen Jr., Pastor

PHONE: (727) 642-9839

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally
diverse church working to build a community
of real people making a difference.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - O1^ Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/895-8015 • Fax: 727/502-9543
“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old Landmark Church Family"

WORSHIP SERVICES:
TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

Schedule of Services

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 ajn. & 11:15 atn.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m. ‘

■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services
■ casual, contemporary, relevant

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

Sundays @ 10:30am

www.PinellasChurch.org

.10:30 a.m.

Van service is available by calling:........ (727) 327-0015

SUNDAY

Sunday (School

Youth Nite

5501 31st Street South
st. Petersburg

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 aan.

The Rock

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M. • Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

T'
', r 1IIC1|O>

Thesday

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin .............................. ............

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Worshipping at: 5995 ML. King, Jr. Street South
(On the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

Word of God Broadcast
Watch Pastor Thompson

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving

Sunday Night 7:30 p.m. Brighthouse

Channel 95

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

an Extraordinary God!”
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499
,b

Boneless
Top Sirloin Steak I

Publix Salad Blend. ........ SSIFREE

Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Loin

Spring Mix, American, European, Italian,

(Maverick Ranch,

USDA-Inspected, NaturaLite,®
Beef Loin ... lb 6.99)

Caesar Salad Kit, or Hearts of Romaine Salad,

||j

Fast and Convenient for the Busy Lifestyle, 5 to 14-oz bag

SAVE UP TO 2.99

SAVE UP TO 1.00 LB I

Sourdough Round
French Bread......
Handmade in Our Bakery, Baked Fresh •

Throughout the Day, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .30

BBQ
Rotisserie
Chicken........
Hot or Fresh Chilled,

639

Salmon
Fillets..................

18-Pack
Bud Light Beer...... ........

Fresh, Farm-Raised

Or Budweiser or Budweiser Select,
12-oz can or bot. (12-Pack Yuengling Beer,

SAVE UP TO 1.00 LB

Nabisco
Oreo
Cookies..... ............KFREE
Assorted Varieties,

Fresh From the

Selected Varieties, 12-oz can or bot.... 8.99)

17 or 18-oz pkg. (Limit two deals

Publix Deli, each

SAVE UP TO 1.00

on selected advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO .30 ‘

Publi

SAVE UP TO 3.69

w

M

Prices effective Thursday, March 22 through Wednesday, March 28, 2007.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Polk and Osceola

Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.

www.publix.com/ads

